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Abstract
We investigate various channel encoding techniques when applied to breast
density classification in mammograms specifically local binary, ternary and
quinary encoding approaches are considered. Subsequently, we propose a
new encoding approach based on a seven-encoding technique yielding a new
local pattern operator called a local septenary pattern operator. Experimen-
tal results suggest that the proposed local pattern operator is robust and
outperforms the other encoding techniques when evaluated on the Mammo-
graphic Image Analysis Society (MIAS) and InBreast datasets. The local
septenary patterns achieved a maximum classification accuracy of 83.3% and
80.5% on the MIAS and InBreast datasets, respectively. The closest com-
parison achieved by the other local pattern operators is the local quinary
operator producing 82.1% (MIAS) and 80.1% (InBreast) maximum accura-
cies, respectively.
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1. Introduction1
Breast cancer is the leading cause of death in women. Although younger2
women can also get breast cancer, women over 50 years old have a much3
higher chance of being a↵ected contributing to over 90% of the cases [1]. In4
2017, according to the recent breast cancer statistics report by [2], more than5
250,000 cases of breast cancer were diagnosed in the United States. Breast6
Cancer UK revealed that over 11,000 women died in the United Kingdom7
(UK) in 2016 [3]. Although the causes are not fully understood, several risk8
factors such as age, family history, overweight/obesity and excessive use of9
alcohol were found to be the risk contributors of the disease. According to10
the National Health Services (NHS) in the UK, there are several symptoms11
of breast cancer such as the appearance of lesions, micro-calcification, breast12
density and change of size and shape of the breast [4]. Nowadays, mammog-13
raphy is the most common imaging technology used for screening breast can-14
cer to find early symptoms of breast cancer. Other alternative technologies15
are Ultrasound and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). In current clinical16
practice, radiologists have to examine each mammogram of a patient to find17
any signs of abnormality and doctors can tell whether a tumour is benign or18
malignant through biopsy tests. Although the overall current clinical meth-19
ods have significantly improved in the last two decades, there are still some20
deficiencies such as inconsistency among radiologists, and the fact that it is21
time-consuming and invasive.22
Women with a dense breast are six times more likely to develop cancer23
mainly because a tumour has a similar appearance to dense tissue, making24
it di cult to detect in mammograms [5, 6]. Several studies have indicated25
that there is a significant correlation between breast density and developing26
breast cancer [5, 6]. In most cases, dense breasts contain more glandular27
and fibrous tissue. In mammograms, breast regions with dense tissue tend28
to have more brighter pixels with fatty tissue usually represented by darker29
pixels. During the screening procedure, breast density estimation is visually30
assessed by radiologists and classified into four groups based on the amount31
of dense tissue. The Breast Imaging-Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS)32
fourth edition is one of the guidelines used in breast density assessment and33
contains four main categories:34
1. BI-RADS I (0-25% dense tissues and mostly fatty)35
2. BI-RADS II (26-50% dense tissues with some scattered density)36
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Figure 1: An illustration of breast density according to the BI-RADS guideline fourth
edition taken from the the Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS) dataset.
3. BI-RADS III (51-75% dense tissues and many areas of fibrous and37
glandular tissue that are evenly distributed)38
4. BI-RADS IV (over 75% dense tissues and breasts have a lot of fibrous39
and glandular tissue which makes it hard to see a cancer because it can40
blend in with the normal tissue)41
Although manual assessment can be done by radiologists, this task is42
time-consuming and often su↵ers from variability between radiologists. For43
example, radiologists with more experience tend to produce more consis-44
tent results compared to less experienced radiologists. Moreover, manual45
assessment also could lead to false negatives/positives due to fatigue during46
diagnostic decision making which could influence the final outcome. Figure47
1 shows examples of four breasts with their associated BI-RADS classes. In48
this study we use the fourth edition for simplicity because all datasets are49
annotated for ground truth based on the BI-RADS fourth edition. However,50
we are aware that the most recent BI-RADS guidelines is the fifth edition.51
2. Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems52
Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems can assist clinicians regard-53
ing e ciency, e↵ectiveness and consistency. CAD systems can assess lesions54
un-invasively and make predictions as to whether a lesion is benign or malig-55
nant. Furthermore, CAD can be used as a ‘second reader’ to assist clinicians56
in diagnostic decision making particularly in cases where doctors are not57
certain about their decision. However, developing a CAD system that can58
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replicate radiologists’ knowledge requires a significant amount of time and59
e↵ort. Machine learning is a sub-component of Artificial Intelligence which60
enables machines to learn and predict a future occurrence of an event. With61
the use of machine learning and image processing techniques, it is possible to62
‘teach’ computers to learn the appearance/characteristics of breast regions63
during the training phase and subsequently make a prediction based on the64
information/knowledge learned.65
In breast CAD systems, one of the ways to characterise a breast region66
in a mammogram is by studying its texture appearance in order to extract67
meaningful information. In the last decades, many CAD systems for breast68
imaging have been developed and the majority of them used texture informa-69
tion to investigate the appearance of abnormality such as lesions, dense tissue70
and micro-calcification clusters. Texture information can be extracted using71
di↵erent mathematical operations such as filter-based, histograms, grey-level72
distributions, or statistical and probability techniques. Since 2012, the suc-73
cess of deep learning in image classification and segmentation has been over-74
whelming computer scientists. As a result, hundreds of papers about deep75
learning for medical image analysis have been published according to the76
studies by [7] and [8]. Nevertheless, the primary deficiency of deep learn-77
ing based approaches is the need for a large number of datasets with breast78
density annotation which can be very challenging in the medical domain.79
To the best of our knowledge, none of the studies in the literature has at-80
tempted using deep learning for four-class breast density classification. The81
majority of them performed either two-class (low risk (BI-RADS I and II)82
versus high risk (BI-RADS III and IV)) or three-class (fatty, glandular and83
dense) classification. On the other hand, many studies have attempted four-84
class classification using conventional machine learning in conjunction with85
texture information.86
In this study, we are interested in investigating the e↵ects of various en-87
coding techniques in local pattern extraction by dividing the binary patterns88
into two (local binary patterns (LBP)), three (local ternary patterns (LTP))89
and five (local quinary patterns (LQP)) channels. Subsequently, we propose90
a local septenary patterns (LSP) operator which divides binary patterns into91
seven channels. Furthermore, we also study the discriminatory level of local92
patterns extracted from each channel which can help us to determine more93
informative texture descriptors. The paper has the following contributions:94
1. To the best of our knowledge this is the first study attempting to inves-95
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tigate the e↵ects of di↵erent encoding techniques covering LBP, LTP96
and LQP applied to breast density classification.97
2. We introduce a variant of LBP (two-encoding technique), LTP (three-98
encoding technique) and LQP (five-encoding technique) called local99
septenary patterns (LSP).100
3. We introduce several ways of improving local patterns’ discriminatory101
level in the application to breast density classification via a multichan-102
nel concatenation approach that enables us to combine local binary103
patterns from di↵erent channels.104
4. Whilst threshold values in LTP and LQP need to be set manually by a105
user, we introduce a simple adaptive way to determine threshold values106
in LSP based on the intensity distribution of the neighbourhood.107
5. Finally we also make a quantitative assessment on each of the channels108
which can reveal more informative texture descriptors.109
Note that our study does not attempt to develop a new CAD system for110
breast density classification but to investigate the e↵ects on discriminatory111
levels of local patterns using various encoding techniques.112
3. Breast Anatomy in a Mammogram113
Figure 2 shows breast anatomy in a mediolateral-oblique mammogram114
(MLO). In many cases, the upper retroglandular region contains fatty tissue115
and the Corpus Mammae region contains glandular and dense tissue (if the116
breast is categorised BI-RADS III or IV). Note that usually dense tissue has117
brighter pixels compared to glandular tissue and these tissues have a similar118
appearance to the pectoral muscle region. Since many biological activities in119
the Corpus Mammae region are due to more Lobules and Ducts, dense tissue120
mostly starts its development in this area.121
4. Literature Review122
Breast density classification in mammograms is one of the most popu-123
lar topics in breast CAD systems together with mass and micro-calcification124
clusters classifications. In a majority of the cases, textures have been a pop-125
ular choice for most authors mainly due to its e ciency and e↵ectiveness.126
Previously, manual and adaptive thresholding techniques have been used to127
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Figure 2: An overview of breast anatomy in a mediolateral-oblique mammogram (MLO).
Note that the contrast of the image has been adjusted from the original image for improve
visualisation of the breast boundary.
estimate the amount of dense tissue. For example, [9] developed an inter-128
active thresholding software called Cumulus to segment regions with dense129
tissue by manually tuning a grey-level threshold value. Due to the di culty130
in getting annotated mammograms, this topic did not get much attention131
from computer scientists until the MIAS dataset was made available publicly132
in 1994 [10].133
The first- and second-order (e.g., Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM))134
statistical features are among the most popular texture descriptors. For ex-135
ample the studies of [11], [12], [13] and [14] all used these texture descriptors136
by considering di↵erent orientations and resolutions. The methods of [11]137
and [14] first segment the breast into fatty and non-fatty regions followed by138
feature extraction on each region and future selection to remove uninforma-139
tive descriptors. Several machine learning algorithms were employed by [11]140
and reported an accuracy of 77%, 72% and 86% for k-Nearest Neighbours,141
C4.5 and Bayesian Network classifiers, respectively. [14] reported an accu-142
racy over 91% using rough fuzzy approaches with the same feature extraction143
techniques used by [11]. [13] selected a set of first- and second-order statis-144
tical features using a combination of several feature selection techniques and145
reported a maximum accuracy of 79.2%. [12] extracted features from the146
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Spatial Grey Level Dependency matrix (a variant of GLCM) as dense tis-147
sue descriptors and employed a combined classifier paradigm based on feed-148
forward Artificial Neural Network (ANN) models to achieve just over 71%149
classification accuracy.150
Morphology-based descriptors also have been widely investigated to char-151
acterise the shape appearance of fatty and non-fatty regions. In many cases,152
they are used as a set of descriptors with first- and second-order statistical153
features. For example, [11] and [14] extracted a set of morphology features154
such as the area, mean, standard deviation and kurtosis using a moment155
based histogram technique from the segmented fatty and non-fatty regions.156
The fractal-based feature extraction technique based on a set of threshold157
values is often used to measure the ratio between the number of low and158
high grey-levels within a region of interest (e.g., within a 5 ⇥ 5 neighbor-159
hood). For example, [15] divided breast regions by recursively splitting it160
into quadrants depending on the intensity information that is contained in161
each region. Subsequently, each subregion is evaluated until the decision162
function determines that the region does not need to be split, thus obtain-163
ing regions with similar properties of tissue. They reported an accuracy of164
93% based on two-class classification (low versus high risk). [16] used fractal165
analysis to characterise parenchymal patterns in digital mammograms for166
risk assessment of developing breast cancer, and reported an area under the167
curve value of 0.86.168
Bag-Of-Words features such as Textons and Scale Invariant Feature Trans-169
form (SIFT) have also been studied in the last decade. [17] compared the170
performance of Textons (extracted from the original images instead of the fil-171
tered images) and SIFT features for four-class density classification and used172
probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) to obtain a meaningful set173
of features generating a compact tissue representation of each density class.174
They reported over 91% and 88% accuracies achieved by Textons and SIFT175
approaches, respectively. In a similar study, [18] compared the performance176
of various methods for mammographic dense tissue pattern modelling such177
as the Local Grey-Level appearance (LGA), Textons, LBP and Basic Image178
Features (BIF). In the Textons approach, [18] used various filter sizes and179
orientations to extract texture information from filtered images instead of180
directly from the original images and various parameter values (e.g., window181
size and the number of neighbours) were tested to extract LGA, LBP, and182
BIF features. For the four-class BI-RADS classification the authors reported183
accuracies 75%, 72%, 59% and 70% for Textons, LGA, LBP and BIF, re-184
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spectively. [19] implemented a Textons approach based on the Maximum185
Response 8 (MR8) filter bank. The  2 distribution was used to compare186
each of the resulting histograms from the testing set with all the learned187
histogram models from the training set and reported 75.5% accuracy.188
In recent studies, [20, 21] showed that both LTP (three-encoding ap-189
proach) and LQP (five-encoding approach) operators can achieve 77% to 85%190
accuracy using a multiscale approach with di↵erent neighbourhood topolo-191
gies and di↵erent number of dominant patterns. Instead of extracting texture192
features from the entire breast region, [20, 21] showed that extracting texture193
information only from the Corpus Mammea reduces the number of overlap-194
ping features and hence produces more distinctive features. The authors195
showed that this approach was at least 7% better in terms of classification196
accuracy compared to classifying breast density by extracting features from197
the entire breast region. [22] modelled the distribution of breast density based198
on the multi-scale distribution of dark ellipses (representing fatty tissue) and199
bright ellipses representing fibroglandular and dense tissues. Subsequently,200
morphological features such as distances, sizes and diameters were extracted201
to estimate the amount of dense tissue in the breast. Preliminary results202
show that their method achieved accuracy between 67% to 72% based on203
various classifiers. Later, [23] compared the performance between Elliptical204
LBP (ELBP), uniform ELBP and Mean-Elliptical LBP (M-ELBP) for three-205
class classification (fatty, glandular and dense) and reported classification206
accuracies of 75%, 74% and 80%, respectively.207
Despite a large number of methods having been developed to address208
the breast density classification problem in mammograms, only a few studies209
have achieved accuracies above 80% and the majority of the methods pro-210
duced between 70% to 79%. Moreover, most studies were based on two-class211
classification (low risk (BI-RADS I and II) versus high risk (BI-RADS III and212
IV)) or three-class classification (fatty, fatty-glandular and dense-glandular)213
instead of four-class classification. This might be due to challenging issues214
such as complex and overlapping tissue appearance as well as ambiguous tex-215
ture patterns which make it di cult to separate BI-RADS classes based on216
texture.217
In the last a few years, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Deep218
Residual Learning (ResNet) are among the most popular deep learning tech-219
niques which have been used to address classification and segmentation prob-220
lems in clinical image data [8, 7]. Many current studies have claimed that221
deep learning based methods produced superior results achieving accuracy222
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similar to human performances [8, 7, 24, 25]. In breast density classifica-223
tion, the majority of the studies used deep learning based methods to address224
either two-class (scattered and heterogeneously density) or three-class clas-225
sification problems (fatty, glandular and dense tissue). [26] developed a226
CNN model to distinguish between scattered density and heterogeneously227
dense tissues using over 22,000 images. [27] used deep learning networks228
to classify dense and non-dense samples for the purpose of dense tissue seg-229
mentation. [28] used unsupervised deep learning to segment dense tissue230
in mammograms and estimate the risk of developing breast cancer based on231
the of segmentation result. Recently, [29] reported that their deep learning232
classification results are correlated well with BI-RADS density assessments233
by radiologists and comparable with a state of the art algorithm, Laboratory234
for Individualized Breast Radiodensity Assessment (LIBRA).235
Although deep learning based methods have shown promising results,236
breast density classification based on the BI-RADS four-class assessment237
guideline (fourth edition) remains a challenging task. This might be due to238
a lack of annotated data and the complexity of the task itself. According239
to the recent study of [8], the main challenge of employing a deep learning240
network is the requirement of a large dataset and annotations from experts.241
In addition, deep learning su↵ers from a lack of direct human interpretabil-242
ity because deep learning features rely on filter responses solicited from a243
large amount of training data whereas hand-crafted features such as those244
extracted from local patterns provide transparent information, which are245
more interpretable to clinicians and researchers. Furthermore, all datasets246
available publicly su↵er from an imbalance in the number of images for each247
class. For example, in the MIAS [10] and InBreast [30] datasets the number248
of BI-RADS IV cases is less than 10% of the total number of cases. As a249
result, deep learning networks may su↵er from an imbalanced classification250
problem.251
5. Methodology252
This section explains the technical details of our study covering steps253
involved in the pre-processing, feature extraction and the classification phase.254
Figure 3 shows a general overview of the workflow in our experiments.255
Firstly, we performed breast segmentation to separate the breast bound-256
ary and pectoral muscle using the method proposed by [31]. This ensures257
that only local patterns within the breast region will be extracted. Follow-258
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Figure 3: An overview of the work flow involved in our experiments.
ing our previous studies [20, 21], we extract the Corpus Mammae region of259
the breast to reduce the risk of overlapping local patterns across BI-RADS260
classes. Subsequently, we used a median filter around 3⇥3 neighbouring pix-261
els for noise reduction. We extract local patterns at di↵erent channels using262
the LBP, LTP, LQP and LSP operators within the estimated Corpus Mam-263
mae region. We select a set of dominant patterns to remove uninformative264
features and employ the Support Vector Machine (SVM) as a classification265
approach after a zero-mean normalisation.266
5.1. Pre-processing267
To segment the breast region, we used our previously developed method268
[31] to estimate the breast and pectoral muscle boundaries. Based on the269
estimated boundaries we created a breast mask and performed a pixel wise270
multiplication with the original image resulting in an image with only the271
breast region. The method [31] employs a region-based Active Contour272
to estimate the breast boundary and restricted contour growing with edge273
information for the pectoral muscle boundary estimation. Figure 4 shows an274
example of an extracted Corpus Mammae region of interest (ROIcm) and a275
few examples of estimated breast and pectoral muscle boundaries.276
The left-most image in Figure 4 shows the estimated ROIcm area (amber277
square box). To extract ROIcm, we find the height(Bh) and the width of the278
breast (Bw). Bh is then relocated to the middle of Bw to get the intersection279
point. The width and height of the square area of the ROIcm (amber line280
Figure 4) can be computed as Bw ⇥Bw with the centre located at the inter-281
section point between the Bh and Bw lines. Bh is the height of the breast,282
which is the longest perpendicular distance between the x-axis and the breast283
boundary. Note that the size of ROIcm varies depending on the width of the284
breast and local patterns are only extracted within ROIcm instead of from285
the whole breast region as the majority of the studies in the literature have286
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This section explains the original LBP operator [32] and its extensions289
which are the LTP and LQP operators introduced in [33] and [34], respec-290
tively. Subsequently, we propose a LSP operator and explain the di↵erent291
channels in each of the operators. Note that there are several other vari-292
ants of the LBP operator such as ELBP [35], M-ELBP [36], Median Ro-293
bust Extended Local Binary Pattern (MRELBP) [37], spatio-temporal LBP294
(STLBP) [38] and completed LBP (CLBP) [39]. However, they are out-295
side the scope of our study because these operators are based on the LBP’s296
two-channel encoding technique (nevertheless we consider this as part of our297
future work) whereas the scope of our study is to investigate the e↵ects of298
local patterns on accuracy when various di↵erent di↵erent channel encoding299
techniques are employed.300
All these operators use three di↵erent mapping tables namely uniform301
pattern (‘u2’), rotation invariant pattern (‘ri’) and both uniform and rotation302
invariant patterns (‘riu2’) to extract uniform, rotation invariant and rotation303
invariant uniform patterns, respectively. In our study, we investigate the304
‘riu2’ patterns (a combination of ‘u2’ and ‘ri’ patterns) as they provide more305
discriminant features based on our previous studies [20, 21] and the study of306
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s(gp   gc)2p (1)
where R and P are the radius of the circle that forms the neighbourhood of308
the operator and the number of pixels in the neighbourhood, respectively.309
The grey level value of the centre pixel is denoted gc, and gp is the grey level310
value of the pth neighbour. The LBP operator thresholds the neighbouring311
pixels using a two-value encoding system as shown in Equation 2.312
s(x) =
(
1, x   0
0, otherwise
(2)
Later, [33] introduced a three-value encoding technique (LTP operator)313
which thresholds the neighbouring pixels based on a constant threshold set by314
the user (⌧1) as shown in Equation 3. Once the LTP code image is generated,315
it can be separated into two binary patterns from its positive and negative316






1, x > gc + ⌧1
0, gc   ⌧1 < x < gc + ⌧1
 1, x < gc + ⌧1
(3)
In [34] the LQP operator was introduced, which thresholds the neigh-319
bouring pixels using a five-value encoding technique (see Equation 4) based320
on two constant thresholds ⌧1 and ⌧2. Subsequently, the LQP code image is321
split into four binary patterns by considering its positives, zero and negative322
components. Therefore, the LQP operator encodes an image into five chan-323
nels but results four binary patterns (from two positive channels (s(1) and324





2, x   gc + ⌧2
1, gc + ⌧1  x < gc + ⌧2
0, gc   ⌧1  x < gc + ⌧1




Figure 5 shows the resulting code images and local patterns from each326
channel using the LBP, LTP and LQP operators. A histogram from the LBP327
code image (Hlbp) can be extracted to characterise local patterns in ROIcm.328
However, for LTP and LQP code images, local patterns can be extracted329
from each channel. For example, local patterns that represent ROIcm when330
using the LTP operator can be extracted by computing the histogram im-331
age of ‘LTP Channel 1’ and ‘LTP Channel 2’, donated as Hltp1 and Hltp2,332
respectively and concatenating these histograms as the final feature descrip-333
tors. Similarly, to extract local patterns in ROIcm using LQP operator, we334
can compute and concatenate the histograms from all LQP channels (Hlqp1,335
Hlqp2, Hlqp3 and Hlqp4). Note that all channel images are binary images. As a336
result of histogram concatenating more local patterns can be extracted using337
the LTP and LQP operators.338
Figure 5: Examples of LBP, LTP and LQP code images and local pattern images from
di↵erent channels.
We took a similar approach by thresholding the neighbouring pixels using339
a seven-value encoding technique (hence the name is septenary) based on340
three threshold values (⌧1, ⌧2 and ⌧3). The value of the LSP code of the pixel341
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(i, j) is given by:342





where pattern 2 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} represents six binary patterns by considering343
its upper-positive, middle-positive, lower-positive, upper-negative, middle-344
negative and lower-negative components denoted as s(3), s(2), s(1), s( 1),345





3, x   gc + ⌧3
2, gc + ⌧2  x < gc + ⌧3
1, gc + ⌧1  x < gc + ⌧2
0, gc   ⌧1  x < gc + ⌧1
 1, gc   ⌧2  x < gc   ⌧1
 2, gc   ⌧3  x < gc   ⌧2
 3, otherwise
(6)
Note that LSP encodes an image into seven channels but results in six binary347






























1, if s(x) =  3
0, otherwise
(12)
Figure 6 shows an example of a LSP code image extracted from ROIcm in350
Figure 5 and its local patterns from di↵erent channels. Using the encoding351
technique in Equation 6, we can generate the LSP code image of ROIcm. The352
LSP code image is split into six binary images which represent local patterns353
in six channels. Unlike LTP and LQP where the user has to manually deter-354
mine threshold values, we introduce an automatic approach by computing355
the number of neighbours with grey level value  25th percentile of the en-356
tire neighbourhood, number of neighbours with grey level value between 25th357
and 75th percentile of the entire neighbourhood and number of neighbours358
with grey level value   75th percentile. Subsequently, we sort the values in359
ascending order for ⌧1, ⌧2 and ⌧3 values.360
Figure 6: Examples of LSP code image and its local pattern images from di↵erent channels.
The LBP, LTP, LQP and LSP are similar in terms of architecture as each361
is defined using a circle centred on each pixel and the number of neighbours.362
The main di↵erence is the LSP thresholds the neighbouring pixels into seven363
(3, 2, 1, 0, -1, -2 and -3) values. In contrast, the LBP, LTP and LQP encode364
an image into two (1 and 0), three (1, 0 and -1), and five (2, 1, 0, -1 and -2)365
values. Figure 7 shows an example of the feature extraction process. The final366
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histogram is a concatenation of six histograms computed from each binary367
pattern (binary image, e.g., LSP code 1) generated based on the conditions368
in equations (7) to (12). The process of capturing local patterns of ROIcm is369
also the same for the other operators such as the LBP, LTP and LQP, except370
less number of channels (resulting in a shorter concatenated histogram).371
Figure 7: Summary of feature extraction phase using the LSP operator. Note that the
binary pattern from each channel is computed from the LSP code image and a histogram
image is computed for each channel. Finally, all histograms are concatenated and treated
as a feature vector to represent the local pattern of ROIcm.
5.3. Dominant Patterns372
Following our previous studies in [21, 20], we selected dominant patterns373
to reduce feature dimension, hence simplifying the prediction model. Domi-374
nant patterns are patterns that occur frequently in the training set [40]. Let375
I1, I2...Ij be images in the training set. We compute the histogram feature376
(HLSPIj ) for each training image and perform a bin-wise summation for all377
the histograms to find the pattern’s distribution from the training set. Sub-378
sequently, the resulting histogram (HLSP ) is sorted in descending order, and379










> 0.01⇥ n (13)
where N and n are the total number of patterns and the threshold chosen382
by the user, respectively. For example choosing n = 98 means removing383
patterns that occur with relative frequency of less than 2% in HLSP . The384
smaller the value of n, the smaller the number of patterns selected.385
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5.4. Classification386
Once the feature extraction is completed, we employed several machine387
learning algorithms in WEKA [41] to build our classification models. For388
machine learning with only one parameter (e.g., k -NN), the CVParameterS-389
election technique was employed. In contrast, the GridSearch technique was390
used to explore two parameters for classifiers with two parameters (e.g. RF391
and SVM). The CVParameterSelection finds the best setting based on op-392
tions set by the user by optimising the classification accuracy. The Grid-393
Search tests all possible combination of two parameters and selects the best394
combinations based on the highest accuracy. To find the best parameters for395
each classifier, 25 patients (9, 7, 5, 4 patients for BI-RADS I, II, III and IV,396
respectively) were selected from the MIAS dataset and 3-fold cross-validation397
was used to evaluate the performance for each (or pair) of the tested param-398
eter(s) during the optimisation process. The classifier was trained, and in399
the testing phase, each unseen ROIcm from the testing set is classified as400
BI-RADS I, II, III or IV. The classifiers used in this study are presented in401
Table 1.402
Table 1: List of classifiers used in this study. The # sign represents number
Classifiers Default parameters in WEKA
Support Vector Machine (SVM) Complexity (C)=1.0, exponent=1
Random Forest (RF) # of forests=100, depth = 0 (unlimited)
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) Learning rate=0.3, momentum=0.2
k -Nearest Neighbours (k -NN) k=1, Euclidean distance
6. Experimental Results403
To test the performance of the method we used the following datasets:404
(a) the Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS) dataset [10] which405
consists of 322 mediolateral-oblique (MLO) mammograms of 161 women.406
Films were taken from the UK National Breast Screening Programme and407
have been digitised to 50 µm⇥50 µm and quantised to 8 bits. The distribution408
for BI-RADS classes is 60 (BI-RADS I), 105 (BI-RADS II), 129 (BI-RADS409
III) and 31 (BI-RADS IV), and (b) the InBreast dataset [30] which consists410
of 206 MLO mammograms from 103 patients. Each image is direct digital411
acquisition on a-Se imaging plates. The pixel size of all images is 70 µm ⇥412
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70 µm, with 14-bit contrast resolution. The density distribution for the BI-413
RADS classes is as follow: 69 (BI-RADS I), 74 (BI-RADS II), 49 (BI-RADS414
III), and 14 (BI-RADS IV). Each image contains BI-RADS information (e.g.,415
BI-RADS class I, II, III or IV) provided by an expert radiologist based on416
the fourth edition of the BI-RADS system. We ran stratified 5-fold cross417
validation for 10 times.418
Accuracy (Acc) is used to measure the performance of the method, which419
represents the total number of correctly classified images as a proportion of420
the total number of images.421
6.1. Optimised Parameters422
Table 2 shows a list of parameter values tested and optimised values423
for the four classifiers employed in this study. Note that, the parameter424
optimisation was performed based on 25 patients (each BI-RADS class has425
six or seven patients) taken from the MIAS dataset. Subsequently, we use426
these parameter values in the testing phase for both MIAS and InBreast427
datasets. However, for the MIAS dataset we only use 136 patients (272428
mammograms) and we excluded 25 patients (50 mammograms) which were429
used for parameter optimisation. From now on, all parameter settings for430
the classifiers employed in this study are based on the best parameter values431
summarised in Table 2.432
Table 2: List of parameter options tested in this study.
Classifiers Parameter tested Best parameters
SVM Kernel =‘Polynomial’, C = 5, e = 1
C = 1 to 10
e = 1 to 5
RF Number of forests (rF )=1 to 165 rF = 70, D = 0
depth (D)=0 to 10
MLP Learning rate (LR)=0.1 to 2.0 (e.g. 0.1, 0.2 ... 2.0) LR = 0.1, M = 0.5
momentum(M)=0.1 to 2.0 (e.g. 0.1, 0.2 ... 2.0)
k -NN k=1-49 (e.g. 1, 3, 5, ... 49) k = 5
Euclidean distance
6.2. Quantitative Results433
This section presents classification results for LBP, LTP, LQP and LSP434
operators based on di↵erent classifiers. Since the LTP and LQP require435
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threshold values from a user, the parameters ⌧1 and ⌧2 were selected based436
on previous studies [21, 20]. Therefore the ⌧1 value for the LTP operator437
is set to 5 and ⌧1 and ⌧2 values for LQP are set to 5 and 12, respectively.438
Note that the average Acc represents the mean accuracy across di↵erent439
numbers of dominant patterns (n) where the maximum Acc is the highest440
accuracy achieved for n number of dominant patterns. Choosing n = 93441
means removing patterns that occur with a frequency of less than 7% in the442
histogram feature. Numerical values represent performance evaluation based443
on 272 and 206 images for the MIAS and InBreast datasets, respectively.444
Note that we have used 50 images (of the original 322 images) from the445
MIAS dataset for parameter optimisation.446
Figure 8 and 9 shows classification results using LBP operator for the447
MIAS and InBreast dataset, respectively. It can be observed that for the448
MIAS dataset a maximum accuracy of 73.8% is achieved by LBP (7, 16)449
(where R = 7, P = 16, e.g. LBP (R,P )) using the SVM classifier at n = 91.5450
(removing local patterns with frequency of less than 8.5% in the histogram451
features). The best average accuracy of 69.7% is achieved when employing452
LBP (7, 16) with n = 92.1. For the InBreast dataset a maximum accuracy of453
73.8% is achieved by LBP (5, 10) at n = 96.5 whereas best average accuracy454
(70.2%) is achieved by LBP (9, 20) using the MLP classifier. Overall, the455
majority of the classification accuracies fall in a range between 65% to 70%.456
Figure 8: LBP performance on MIAS dataset
Figure 10 and 11 shows quantitative results using the LTP operator for457
the MIAS and InBreast dataset, respectively. The majority of the average458
accuracies are in a range between 70% to 75% which are higher than the459
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Figure 9: LBP performance on InBreast dataset
ones produced by the LBP operator; for maximum accuracy, many cases are460
over 75%. Furthermore, it can be observed that the LTP operator outper-461
formed the LBP operator regardless of the R and P values. The highest462
accuracies are 81% (average 77.5%) and 78.7% (average 74.3%) on the MIAS463
and InBreast datasets, respectively. They are at least 4% to 7% higher than464
the maximum accuracy produced when extracting local patterns using the465
LBP operator. The SVM classifier produced the highest classification accu-466
racy by removing 6.5% of the local patterns when evaluated on the MIAS467
dataset (LTP (7, 14) and LTP (7, 16)) where the MLP classifier (LTP (9, 18))468
outperformed the other classifiers at n = 93.1% when tested on the InBreast469
dataset.470
Figure 12 and 13 shows classification results using the LQP operator for471
the MIAS and InBreast dataset, respectively. Overall, it can be observed472
that LQP produced better classification results in comparison to LBP and473
LTP operators. The majority of the maximum accuracies are in a range be-474
tween 74% to 79% which indicates that local patterns extracted by the LQP475
operator are more discriminant in comparison to the previous two operators.476
LQP (9, 18) and LQP (9, 20) produced a maximum accuracy of 82.1% with477
the best average accuracy of 78.6% at n = 90 on the MIAS dataset. However,478
when evaluated on the InBreast dataset the maximum accuracy of 80.1% is479
achieved by LQP (9, 18) at n = 98 and the best average accuracy is achieved480
by LQP (9, 20). Moreover, it can also be observed that the SVM classifier481
produced an average maximum accuracy over 80% regardless of the values of482
P and R when evaluated on the MIAS dataset. However, the MLP classifier483
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Figure 10: LTP performance on MIAS dataset
Figure 11: LTP performance on InBreast dataset
tends to produce better results when tested on the InBreast dataset with the484
best average Acc = 75.5% which is 1% better than the SVM classifier.485
Table 14 and 15 shows quantitative results using our proposed LSP op-486
erator when evaluated on the MIAS and InBreast dataset, respectively. The487
majority of the classification accuracies fall in the range 75% to 80% which488
is slightly better compared to the results produced by the LQP operator.489
Experimental results show that the LSP operator produced a maximum ac-490
curacy of 83.3% (which outperforms the LBP (73.8%), LTP (81%) and LQP491
(82.1%) operators) on the MIAS dataset. The best average accuracy of 81.6%492
is achieved by LSP (9, 18) at n = 99.1 which is at least 2.8% higher than the493
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Figure 12: LQP performance on MIAS dataset
Figure 13: LQP performance on InBreast dataset
best average Acc produced by LQP and LTP. The LSP operator achieved494
maximum 80.5% classification accuracy at n = 95.5 using the SVM classi-495
fier whereas the highest accuracy achieved by RF, k-NN and MLP are 77.9496
(LSP (11, 22)), 79.7% (LSP (9, 20)) and 79.8 (LSP (7, 16)), respectively. Re-497
garding the best average accuracy across di↵erent numbers of dominant pat-498
terns LSP (9, 20) produced 77.1% using the SVM classifier. RF, k-NN and499
MLP produced 70.9%, 73.3% and 73.7%, respectively when LSP (9, 20) is500
employed. Overall, the LSP operator produced more discriminant local pat-501
terns in separating the BI-RADS classes in both MIAS and InBreast datasets.502
We will discuss this further in the subsequent subsections.503
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Figure 14: LSP performance on MIAS dataset
Figure 15: LSP performance on InBreast dataset
6.3. Maximum and Average Performance Comparison Between Operators504
This section summarises the maximum and average results produced by505
the operators across di↵erent classifiers based on the MIAS and InBreast506
datasets. For the MIAS dataset, Figures 16 and 17 show performance com-507
parisons between LBP, LTP, LQP and LSP operators using di↵erent clas-508
sification approaches. In terms of maximum accuracy, it can be observed509
that LSP (Acc = 83.3%) outperformed the other texture operators (LBP,510
LTP and LQP) when using SVM, RF and MLP as classification approaches.511
However, when the k-NN classifier is employed, the maximum classification512
accuracy is 76.9% using LTP which is 0.7% and 1.2% better than the LQP513
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and LSP operators, respectively. Regarding the average accuracies across514
di↵erent numbers of dominant patterns, both the SVM and MLP classifiers515
produced higher results when using LQP and LSP features. For example,516
the LSP operator produced 81.6% and 75.8% accuracies for SVM and MLP517
classifiers, respectively compared to 78.6% (SVM) and 75.4% (MLP) when518
classification was performed based on local patterns extracted using the LQP519
operator. In contrast, classification accuracy is at least 0.9% better for local520
patterns using LTP when RF and k-NN classifiers are used compared to LQP521
and LSP. In both Figures 16 and 17, the LBP operator produced the low-522
est accuracy results regardless to classification approach which clearly shows523
that a channel encoding technique is necessary to capture more discriminant524
features and hence improve the classification results.525
Figure 16: Comparison of maximum accuracies achieved by each operator across di↵erent
classifiers when evaluated on the MIAS dataset.
For the InBreast dataset, Figures 18 and 19 show performance compar-526
isons between all operators using di↵erent classifiers. Regarding maximum527
accuracy, the LSP operator achieved Acc = 80.5% using the SVM classifier528
and outperformed the LBP, LTP and LQP operators by 6.7%, 6.4%, and529
0.6%, respectively. An improvement also can be observed for the k-NN clas-530
sifier as the LSP operator produced 79.7% compared to the other operators531
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Figure 17: Comparison of average accuracies across di↵erent numbers of dominant patterns
achieved by each operator across di↵erent classifiers when evaluated on the MIAS dataset.
which produced Acc < 75%. For the RF classifier, the LSP operator pro-532
duced 77.9%, at least 1.2% higher compared to the other operators. The533
LQP operator produced a maximum accuracy of 80.1% which is 0.3% higher534
than the LSP operator when using the MLP classifier. Once again it can535
be observed that other operators always outperform the classification results536
of the LBP operator regardless of classifiers. In terms of average accuracies,537
the LSP operator once again outperforms the other operators when the SVM538
classifier is employed with the best average accuracy of 77.1%. Similar trends539
can be seen when using the k-NN classifier where the LSP features produced540
the best average accuracy of 73.8% compared to 64.6%, 68.7% and 70.2%541
produced by the LBP, LTP and LQP features, respectively. The LSP and542
LTP operators produced similar results of 70.9% when the RF classifier is543
employed which is 0.6% higher than the LQP operator. The LSP operator544
produced the best average accuracy of 73.3% using the MLP classifier which545
is slightly lower compared to LQP and LTP operators with 75.5% and 74.3%546
accuracy, respectively. Once again experimental results suggest that the LSP547
operator extracts more discriminant local features and performs better when548
the SVM classifier is employed.549
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Figure 18: Comparison of maximum accuracies achieved by each operator across di↵erent
classifiers when evaluated on the InBreast dataset.
7. Discussion550
In this section we will discuss (i) the e↵ects on accuracy when di↵erent551
numbers of dominant patterns are used in the classification, (ii) the e↵ects of552
the radius (R) and number of neighbours (P ) in the local patterns discrimi-553
natory levels; (iii) explanations on why multichannel local patterns produced554
more discriminant features in comparison to the original LBP operator, in555
(iv) extending to 9 and 11- encoding systems, (v) discussion of the existing556
studies in the literature, (vi) statistical analysis and (vii) future work.557
7.1. E↵ects of Di↵erent Numbers of Dominant Patterns (n)558
To investigate the e↵ects of n on the classification accuracy for all oper-559
ators described in this study we tested 60 di↵erent values from 90 to 99.9560
(e.g., n 2 {90, 90.1, 90.3, 90.5, ..., 99.9}). In other words, we investigated the561
variation of classification accuracy by including local patterns which have562
a frequency of minimum 0.1% to 10% in the histogram feature (e.g. local563
patterns with a relative frequency of less than 0.1% to 10% are removed,564
resulting to a shorter histogram feature). Figure 20 shows the e↵ects of n565
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Figure 19: Comparison of average accuracies across di↵erent numbers of dominant pat-
terns achieved by each operator across di↵erent classifiers when evaluated on the InBreast
dataset.
on classification accuracy for LBP, LTP, LQP and LSP operators. In this566
experiment, we employed the SVM classifier as it produced better perfor-567
mance compared to the MLP, RF and k-NN classifiers. It can be observed568
that n plays an important role in getting the best classification accuracy. For569
the LBP operator it can be observed that a large variation of classification570
accuracy between 63% to 74% occurs, with a 9.71% standard deviation. The571
LQP operator produced a standard deviation of 9.25% which is higher than572
the LTP operator of 9.04%. The LSP operator produced a smaller standard573
deviation value of 9.04% (the same as LTP) which indicates that our pro-574
posed method does not only outperform the other operators on both datasets575
but also produced more consistent results.576
7.2. E↵ects of Radius (R) and Number of Neighbours (P )577
In this section we are interested to know to what extent R and P a↵ect578
the overall classification accuracy. For this purpose, we investigated seven579
di↵erent combination of R and P and tested each of them with all operators.580
Figures 21 and 22 show average maximum accuracies for both datasets using581
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Figure 20: E↵ects of di↵erent numbers of dominant patterns (n) across di↵erent operators
((P,R)=(18,9)) using SVM classifier on MIAS dataset.
the SVM classifier. For the LBP operator, local patterns extracted using582
smaller radii and less number of neighbours (e.g., (5, 10) and (5, 12)) tend to583
produce better results whereas the LTP operator produced its highest aver-584
age maximum accuracy at (7, 14) (Acc > 78%). Similar results of 77.5% are585
obtained when the following parameters are employed: (7, 16), (9, 18) and586
(9, 20). However, when evaluated on the InBreast dataset, the highest aver-587
age maximum accuracy (76%) is achieved at (9, 18) followed by parameters588
(7, 14) and (7, 16). For the LQP operator, the highest average maximum ac-589
curacy (Acc > 78%) is achieved at parameters (7, 14) followed by (9, 18) with590
only 0.5% di↵erence. In the InBreast dataset, the LQP operator produced591
highest average maximum accuracy of 77.5% with parameters (9, 18). The592
LSP operator produced consistent average maximum accuracy when parame-593
ters (7, 14), (7, 16), (9, 18), (9, 20) and (11, 22) are used which is around 77%.594
Nevertheless, it produces at least 2.5% higher average maximum accuracy at595
(9, 20) compared to (7, 14), (7, 16), (9, 18) and (11, 22). These results indi-596
cate that when choosing the values for P and R, the following values (7, 16),597
(9, 18), (9, 20) are a good starting point.The LSP operator produced its best598
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results at (9, 20) using the SVM classification approach.599
Figure 21: Average maximum accuracy (MIAS dataset) across di↵erent classifiers based
on di↵erent operators and their associated parameters.
7.3. Why do multichannel local patterns work?600
To answer this question we conducted several experiments by perform-601
ing channel based classifications on the MIAS dataset. In the case of the602
LTP operator (three channels with two binary patterns), firstly we perform603
individual classification based on features extracted from the first binary604
patterns and secondly we concatenate features extracted from two or more605
channels. Table 3 shows our experimental results for the LTP, LQP and LSP606
operators. Note that the following parameters are used based on their best607
performance using the SVM classifier (see Figures 12, 13 and 14): LTP (7, 16)608
with n = 93.5, LBP (9, 18) with n = 99.9 and LSP (9, 18) with n = 99.1.609
It can be observed that classification based on features extracted from610
a single channel alone is insu cient. For the LTP operator, each chan-611
nel produced just over 73% but concatenating local patterns from all chan-612
nels produced 81%, yielding over 7% improvement. A similar case occurred613
for the LQP operator where binary patterns from a single channel pro-614
duced Acc < 70%. However, combining binary patterns from the first three615
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Figure 22: Average maximum accuracy (InBreast dataset) across di↵erent classifiers based
on di↵erent operators and their associated parameters.
channels (Ch1   Ch2   Ch3) yields a significant improvement 76.4% and616
concatenating all local patterns from all channels produced a maximum617
accuracy of 82.1%. For our proposed operator, Ch2 and Ch5 produced618
classification accuracy under 60% and Ch1, Ch3 and Ch4 produced accu-619
racy close to 70%. Concatenating all features from all channels resulted in620
Acc = 83.3% however removing a less informative channel (e.g., Ch2) by con-621
sidering Ch1 Ch3 Ch4 Ch5 Ch6, the classification accuracy improved622
to 83.8%.623
Based on these experiments we found that encoding an image by divid-624
ing it into several channels captures more textural details which is di cult to625
capture with the original LBP operator. This can be clearly seen in Figures626
8 and 9 where most accuracies achieved by the LBP operator are under 70%627
whereas the other operators consistently achieved above 75% accuracy. This628
also indicates that the LQP and LTP operators capture more details of the629
Corpus Mammae region in comparison to the LBP operator. Similarly, the630
LSP operator captures even more details compared to LQP and LTP oper-631
ators. However, a higher order encoding system such as dividing into nine632
or eleven channels does not necessarily improve the classification accuracy633
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Operators Channel (Ch) Channels Concatenation ( )
LTP
Ch1 = 73.3± 8.6
Ch1  Ch2 = 81.95
Ch2 = 74.1± 9.1
LQP
Ch1 = 59.8± 10.6 Ch1  Ch2 = 69.3± 8.3
Ch2 = 65.9± 9.6 Ch1  Ch2  Ch3 = 76.4± 8.1
Ch3 = 68.9± 11.5 Ch1  Ch2  Ch3  Ch4 = 82.1± 7.1
Ch4 = 66.5± 9.9
LSP
Ch1 = 68.9± 9.4 Ch1  Ch2 = 74.3± 7.9
Ch2 = 52.6± 11.6 Ch1  Ch2  Ch3 = 75.1± 7.9
Ch3 = 70.1± 8.8 Ch1  Ch2  Ch3  Ch4 = 70.1± 10.1
Ch4 = 69.1± 8.9 Ch1  Ch2  Ch3  Ch4  Ch5 = 77.7± 9.1
Ch5 = 59.3± 11.3 Ch1  Ch3  Ch4  Ch6 = 80.7± 10.1
Ch4 = 65.7± 12.8 Ch1  Ch3  Ch4  Ch5  Ch6 = 83.8± 9.8
Ch1  Ch2  Ch3  Ch4  Ch5  Ch6 = 83.3± 8.8
Table 3: Classification results (%) based on binary patterns extracted from individual
channel (second column) and concatenated binary patterns from two or more channels
because it increases the number of features yielding more complex decision634
boundaries. An early indication can be observed based on our experiment635
results in Table 3 where best accuracy can be achieved by the LSP operator636
when excluding local patterns from Ch2. This reduces the number of fea-637
tures yielding a less complex decision boundaries in a feature space, hence638
boosting the overall performance of the method.639
A channel encoding system also extracts a set of ‘weak’ features which640
produce satisfactory results on its own, but when combined they provide641
good results (similar to ensemble classifiers such as the Random Forests).642
For example, in Table 3 combining two or more local patterns from di↵er-643
ent channels always produce better results. This is due to each channel644
containing unique information which is not available in the other channels645
and they complement each other when combined. For example, individual646
classification in LQP produce under 70% accuracy but improve to over 76%647
and 82% when three and four channels are combined, respectively. Simi-648
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larly, all channels from the LSP operator are unable to provide su cient649
information of the Corpus Mammae region individually but when combining650
Ch1  Ch3  Ch4  Ch5  Ch6 we achieved 83.8% accuracy.651
Moreover, the threshold values which are determined automatically en-652
able the operator to capture robust texture information as pixel information653
is encoded according to the local threshold values rather than a global thresh-654
old value as in the LTP and LQP operators. Local threshold values enable655
the LSP operator to capture textural information based on the topology and656
intensity distribution of the image and hence are more discriminant and toler-657
ant to noise. In contrast, a global threshold value does not consider intensity658
distribution of a region. As a result, it may a↵ect the discriminatory level of659
the local patterns.660
7.4. Extending to 9-encoding and 11-encoding systems661
To further evaluate the performance of di↵erent encoding systems, we662
conducted several experiments by extending the LSP to 9- and 11-encoding663
systems both on the MIAS and InBreast datasets. Figures 23, 24, 25 and664
26 show that the performance is decreasing as we use 9- and 11-encoding665
systems.
Figure 23: 9-encoding system performance on MIAS dataset
666
Experimental results suggest that the 7-encoding system the LSP achieved667
the best performance and eventually decreased to between 55% to 63%. From668
our own observation, the main reason for this is due to higher encoding669
systems (e.g. 9-encoding) producing very sparse features (containing many670
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zeros). This is similar when performing the 11-encoding system (in fact fea-671
tures are even sparser). The main problem with sparse features is they are672
most likely being ignored by most classifiers particularly tree-based machine673
learning algorithms. Secondly, in most cases zeros are less informative mak-674
ing the features less meaningful and hence less discriminant. As a result,675
performance classification reduced significantly. In Figure 25 and 26 none of676
the maximum accuracies achieved was above 70% whereas the LBP operators677
achieved above this value in some cases.678
Figure 24: 9-encoding system performance on InBreast dataset
Figure 25: 11-encoding system performance on MIAS dataset
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Figure 26: 11-encoding system performance on InBreast dataset
7.5. Existing Methods in the Literature679
The main goal of our study is to improve the performance of binary-680
based local pattern feature extraction methods, namely Local Binary Pat-681
tern (LBP), Local Ternary Pattern (LTP) and Local Quinary Pattern (LQP).682
Our study does not intend to quantitatively compare the performance of the683
LSP operator against other feature extraction methods. There are many fea-684
ture extraction methods in the literature, therefore quantitative comparison685
is extremely di cult. It should also be noted that quantitative compari-686
son with the other breast density methods in the literature is because most687
studies combine features from di↵erent feature extraction algorithms such as688
first-order statistical features, second-order statistical features, morphologi-689
cal features, features of Gabor filters, edge information, etc.690
Many breast density classification methods have been developed over the691
last two decades. The best classification accuracy (based on BI-RADS classes692
(fourth edition)) reported in the literature is over 90% by the study by [14]693
followed by the study of [11] with 86% classification accuracy. However, these694
methods are computationally expensive due to di↵erent numbers of feature695
extraction techniques employed. Several techniques used to extract di↵erent696
types of features such as the first order statistical techniques to compute the697
local pixel intensity, the co-occurrence matrix to extract grey level distribu-698
tion, an adaptive thresholding technique to extract the region’s morphological699
information, Gabor filter to obtain edges information, etc. Also, their meth-700
ods employed the Fuzzy C-Means clustering technique as a separate process701
to classify the breast tissue into di↵erent pixel intensities. Once again this702
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process is time consuming especially when dealing with large images such703
as mammograms. In contrast, the LSP operator (with accuracy close to704
84%) extracts and processes all this information at once, hence reducing the705
computational complexity of the system.706
Previously, [20] used the LTP operator to extract local information and707
achieved a promising result of 82.33% accuracy. However, this method su↵ers708
from having to deal with a large number of features (over one thousand) due709
to the multi-orientation approach (e.g., ten histograms from ten orientations710
concatenated). Our recent study, [21] reported the best accuracy of over 86%711
using multi-orientation LQP operator and combining other local patterns712
extracted using on ellipse neighbourhood. Nevertheless, this method con-713
tains several separate stages (e.g. extraction using di↵erent neighbourhood714
topologies (circle and ellipse), di↵erent orientations of resolutions which can715
be tedious whereas the LSP operator uses only one neighbourhood topology716
(e.g. a circle) with a single resolution. Other studies in the literature such717
as [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 22, 23] reported accuracies under 80%. How-718
ever, note that the purpose of our study is not to develop a breast density719
classification method that can necessarily outperform the other methods in720
the literature but to study the e↵ects of various channel encoding techniques721
in the original LBP operator which have lead us to a more robust technique722
called the LSP operator, improving the performance of the LBP, LTP and723
LQP operators.724
7.6. Statistical Analysis725
We performed statistical analysis to investigate whether there is a signif-726
icant di↵erence/improvement at p  0.05 between the best results achieved727
by the LSP operator and the other operators discussed in this study on both728
datasets. For this purpose, we compared the best maximum (Max) and av-729
erage (Avg) accuracies produced by the LSP with the best results of LBP,730
LTP and LQP operators. The p value was computed using a t-test com-731
paring each result of each operator with the best result achieved by the LSP732
operator according to their respective metric (e.g., Max Acc or Avg Acc).733
The size of population for each dataset are 103 (206 images) and 161 (322734
images) for the InBreast and MIAS dataset, respectively.735
Table 4 shows the p values between the best accuracies achieved by the736
LSP operator and the other operators for both datasets. In terms of max-737
imum accuracy, there is a significant improvement at p  0.05 when using738
the LSP features in classifying breast density on the MIAS (p = 0.0015) and739
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Dataset Results LBP LTP LQP LSP
MIAS
Max Acc(%) 73.8 ±10.6 81 ± 9.5 82.1 ± 7.1 83.3 ± 8.8
(p value) (0.0015) (0.2260) (0.4019) -
Avg Acc(%) 69.7 ± 9.7 77.5 ± 9.2 78.6 ± 8.3 81.6 ± 9.1
(p value) (0.00001) (0.0428) (0.0433) -
InBreast
Max Acc(%) 73.8 ± 9.9 78.7 ± 11.2 80.1 ± 10.5 80.5 ± 9.2
(p value) (0.0064) (0.2646) (0.4489) -
Avg Acc(%) 70.2 ± 11.7 74.3 ± 11.4 75.5 ± 11.3 77.1 ± 10.9
(p value) (0.0007) (0.0137) (0.2151) -
Table 4: Classification results (%) and p values between the best accuracies achieved by
the LSP operator and the other operators discussed in this study.
InBreast (p = 0.0007) datasets. Nevertheless, the best maximum results of740
the LSP operator are not statistically significant at p  0.05 in compari-741
son with the best accuracies achieved by the LTP and LQP operators. The742
p values are 0.2260 and 0.4019 for the LTP and LQP operators, respectively743
when evaluated on the MIAS dataset which are similar when tested on the744
InBreast dataset, p = 0.2646 and p = 0.4489 for the LTP and LQP oper-745
ators, respectively. The results are statistically significant at p  0.05 on746
the MIAS dataset when comparing the best average accuracy produced by747
the LSP features (Acc = 81.6%) with the other features with p values are748
0.00001, 0.0428 and 0.0433 for LBP, LTP and LQP respectively. Similarly,749
when tested on the InBreast dataset the best average accuracy produced by750
the LSP operator is significantly better in comparison to the results of LBP751
(p = 0.0007) and LTP (p = 0.0137) operators. However, the best average752
accuracy of LSP is not significant (p = 0.2151) compared to the result of the753
LQP operator.754
7.7. Limitations of our study755
We highlight the following limitations of our study:756
1. The sample dataset used to optimise the classifiers’ parameters was757
taken from the MIAS dataset which only 8-bit contrast. This means758
the optimised parameters and testing results might be di↵erent when759
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testing with real clinical data (12 to 14 bits contrast). The reasons760
we chose the MIAS dataset rather than the InBreast dataset when761
optimising the classifiers’ parameters are (a) it has larger number of762
images/cases hence giving us a larger number of test cases and (b) the763
number of cases for each class is more representative compared to the764
number of cases for each class in the InBreast dataset. For example,765
the number images of BI-RADS IV is 14 which is extremely small.766
Including cases in our dataset for parameter optimization, will make767
our testing dataset extremely imbalanced. Although in this study we768
used images from the MIAS dataset for parameter optimization, in a769
real clinical environment this procedure can be easily changed/adapted770
by using a sub-sample from the new dataset.771
2. The MIAS dataset is a somewhat old database and hence does not rep-772
resent the actual contrast representation of the latest mammograms.773
We included the MIAS dataset in our study due to (a) it is the most774
used and compared dataset in the literature because of its availability775
whereas other datasets are not easily accessible, (b) acquiring mam-776
mogram datasets is very di cult especially the ones with BI-RADS777
(version 4) classification and (c) other datasets do not classify each778
breast image based on BI-RADS density but are classified based on a779
small square patch based on tissue types such as ‘fatty’, ‘glandular’ or780
‘breast tissue’.781
3. The parameters P , R and n were tested/selected empirically. Never-782
theless, our testing strategy is based on the previous studies of Ojala783
et al. [32], Tan and Triggs [33], Nanni et al. [34]. To the best of our784
knowledge this a common approach used in the literature especially for785
parameters P and R. For parameter n, we tested 60 di↵erent values786
from n = 90 to n = 99.9 with 0.2 interval (e.g. 90, 90.1, 90.3, 90.5,787
etc). This should be su cient to investigate the performance variations788
across di↵erent n values.789
4. The number of cases used in the development of parameter optimiza-790
tion is small. However, we prefer to optimise the number of images for791
testing purposes and therefore, we limit the number of cases for param-792
eter optimisation. It is more important to test the model performance793
on a larger size of dataset rather than on a smaller dataset.794
7.8. Future Work795
For future work we plan to consider the following:796
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1. Since multichannel based operators such as LTP, LQP and LSP re-797
quire the number of dominant patterns (n) to obtain an optimum clas-798
sification accuracy, we plan to develop a statistical method that can799
automatically determine an optimum value of n.800
2. We also interested to investigate the performance of LBP’s two-channel801
variants such as M-ELBP, ELBP, MRELBP, STLBP and CLBP when802
multichanel based operators are being applied.803
3. As indicated in Table 3, combining all local patterns from all channels804
does not necessarily produce optimal accuracy. For example, the LSP805
operator achieved its highest accuracy when excluding Ch2. Therefore,806
we plan to develop a method that can automatically determine the most807
informative local patterns from each channel and in the classification808
phase only combine the most discriminant features. This can be done809
by measuring mutual information among the histogram features and810
combining the ones with the least overlapping information.811
4. We plan to develop a deep learning based network to extract local812
features of the Corpus Mammae region and combine them with features813
extracted with the LQP or LSP operators.814
8. Summary and Conclusions815
In this paper, we studied the e↵ects of various channel encoding tech-816
niques in local pattern extraction which have led us to a more robust tech-817
nique called the LSP operator. We investigated the following aspects in our818
study:819
1. We made comparisons between the LBP, LTP, LQP and LSP operators820
based on MIAS and InBreast datasets. Experimental results suggest821
that the proposed texture operator outperformed the other operators822
on both datasets.823
2. We investigated whether the choice of a classifier can influence the824
performance of the system. We employed four di↵erent classifiers and825
found that in many cases the SVM classifier outperforms the other826
classifiers. Local patterns extracted with the LTP operator tend to827
produce better results when the MLP or k-NN classifier is employed828
whereas the SVM classifier produced better accuracy using LQP and829
LSP features.830
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3. We conducted experiments to investigate whether the operators dis-831
cussed in this study have a particular preference regarding R and P .832
We found that in many cases LBP features produced similar results of833
under 70% accuracy. However, the LSP features tend to produce better834
classification results when LTP (7, 14) and LTP (9, 18) are used. On the835
other hand, both LQP and LSP operators tend to produce consistent836
results when R 2 {7, 9} and P 2 {16, 18, 20} are used.837
4. We studied the e↵ects of selecting di↵erent numbers of dominant pat-838
terns and experimental results show that the value of n plays an impor-839
tant role in obtaining optimal accuracy. The LSP and LTP operators840
produced variation accuracy of 9.04% compared to 9.25% and 9.71%841
for LQP and LBP, respectively.842
5. We also studied channel based classification and concatenating local843
patterns from di↵erent channels. Experimental results suggest that844
each channel contains unique features which are not available in the845
other channels and combining these features yielded to better classifi-846
cation results. We also found that removing the most uninformative847
channel in LSP features improves the classification accuracy by 0.5%.848
6. We developed simple methods to automatically determine the threshold849
values in LSP by computing the 25th percentile and 75th percentile of850
the neighbouring pixels.851
In conclusion, we have studied various channel encoding techniques in852
LBP, LTP and LQP operators where we found that multichannel local pat-853
terns are more robust in discriminating di↵erent classes of breast density.854
This study has led us to the development of a seven-encoding technique call855
LSP operator to capture more texture details within the Corpus Mamae re-856
gion. We also introduced a simple method to automatically determine the857
threshold values in the LSP operator by computing the first order statisti-858
cal values of the neighbourhood pixels. Experimental results show that the859
LSP features outperformed the LBP, LTP and LQP operators on both MIAS860
and InBreast datasets. The LSP features produced a maximum accuracy of861
83.8% using the SVM classifier when combining local patterns from Ch1,862
Ch3, Ch4, Ch5 and Ch6 on the MIAS dataset. The LBP, LTP and LQP863
features achieved maximum accuracies of 73.8%, 81% and 82.1%, respec-864
tively. Based on these experimental results, the proposed seven-encoding865
system approach (LSP) is shown to be a robust and more consistent texture866
operator.867
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Abstract
We investigate various channel encoding techniques when applied to breast
density classification in mammograms specifically local binary, ternary and
quinary encoding approaches are considered. Subsequently, we propose a
new encoding approach based on a seven-encoding technique yielding a new
local pattern operator called a local septenary pattern operator. Experimen-
tal results suggest that the proposed local pattern operator is robust and
outperforms the other encoding techniques when evaluated on the Mammo-
graphic Image Analysis Society (MIAS) and InBreast datasets. The local
septenary patterns achieved a maximum classification accuracy of 83.3% and
80.5% on the MIAS and InBreast datasets, respectively. The closest com-
parison achieved by the other local pattern operators is the local quinary
operator producing 82.1% (MIAS) and 80.1% (InBreast) maximum accura-
cies, respectively.
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1. Introduction1
Breast cancer is the leading cause of death in women. Although younger2
women can also get breast cancer, women over 50 years old have a much3
higher chance of being a↵ected contributing to over 90% of the cases [1]. In4
2017, according to the recent breast cancer statistics report by [2], more than5
250,000 cases of breast cancer were diagnosed in the United States. Breast6
Cancer UK revealed that over 11,000 women died in the United Kingdom7
(UK) in 2016 [3]. Although the causes are not fully understood, several risk8
factors such as age, family history, overweight/obesity and excessive use of9
alcohol were found to be the risk contributors of the disease. According to10
the National Health Services (NHS) in the UK, there are several symptoms11
of breast cancer such as the appearance of lesions, micro-calcification, breast12
density and change of size and shape of the breast [4]. Nowadays, mammog-13
raphy is the most common imaging technology used for screening breast can-14
cer to find early symptoms of breast cancer. Other alternative technologies15
are Ultrasound and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). In current clinical16
practice, radiologists have to examine each mammogram of a patient to find17
any signs of abnormality and doctors can tell whether a tumour is benign or18
malignant through biopsy tests. Although the overall current clinical meth-19
ods have significantly improved in the last two decades, there are still some20
deficiencies such as inconsistency among radiologists, and the fact that it is21
time-consuming and invasive.22
Women with a dense breast are six times more likely to develop cancer23
mainly because a tumour has a similar appearance to dense tissue, making24
it di cult to detect in mammograms [5, 6]. Several studies have indicated25
that there is a significant correlation between breast density and developing26
breast cancer [5, 6]. In most cases, dense breasts contain more glandular27
and fibrous tissue. In mammograms, breast regions with dense tissue tend28
to have more brighter pixels with fatty tissue usually represented by darker29
pixels. During the screening procedure, breast density estimation is visually30
assessed by radiologists and classified into four groups based on the amount31
of dense tissue. The Breast Imaging-Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS)32
fourth edition is one of the guidelines used in breast density assessment and33
contains four main categories:34
1. BI-RADS I (0-25% dense tissues and mostly fatty)35
2. BI-RADS II (26-50% dense tissues with some scattered density)36
2
Figure 1: An illustration of breast density according to the BI-RADS guideline fourth
edition taken from the the Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS) dataset.
3. BI-RADS III (51-75% dense tissues and many areas of fibrous and37
glandular tissue that are evenly distributed)38
4. BI-RADS IV (over 75% dense tissues and breasts have a lot of fibrous39
and glandular tissue which makes it hard to see a cancer because it can40
blend in with the normal tissue)41
Although manual assessment can be done by radiologists, this task is42
time-consuming and often su↵ers from variability between radiologists. For43
example, radiologists with more experience tend to produce more consis-44
tent results compared to less experienced radiologists. Moreover, manual45
assessment also could lead to false negatives/positives due to fatigue during46
diagnostic decision making which could influence the final outcome. Figure47
1 shows examples of four breasts with their associated BI-RADS classes. In48
this study we use the fourth edition for simplicity because all datasets are49
annotated for ground truth based on the BI-RADS fourth edition. However,50
we are aware that the most recent BI-RADS guidelines is the fifth edition.51
2. Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems52
Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems can assist clinicians regard-53
ing e ciency, e↵ectiveness and consistency. CAD systems can assess lesions54
un-invasively and make predictions as to whether a lesion is benign or malig-55
nant. Furthermore, CAD can be used as a ‘second reader’ to assist clinicians56
in diagnostic decision making particularly in cases where doctors are not57
certain about their decision. However, developing a CAD system that can58
3
replicate radiologists’ knowledge requires a significant amount of time and59
e↵ort. Machine learning is a sub-component of Artificial Intelligence which60
enables machines to learn and predict a future occurrence of an event. With61
the use of machine learning and image processing techniques, it is possible to62
‘teach’ computers to learn the appearance/characteristics of breast regions63
during the training phase and subsequently make a prediction based on the64
information/knowledge learned.65
In breast CAD systems, one of the ways to characterise a breast region66
in a mammogram is by studying its texture appearance in order to extract67
meaningful information. In the last decades, many CAD systems for breast68
imaging have been developed and the majority of them used texture informa-69
tion to investigate the appearance of abnormality such as lesions, dense tissue70
and micro-calcification clusters. Texture information can be extracted using71
di↵erent mathematical operations such as filter-based, histograms, grey-level72
distributions, or statistical and probability techniques. Since 2012, the suc-73
cess of deep learning in image classification and segmentation has been over-74
whelming computer scientists. As a result, hundreds of papers about deep75
learning for medical image analysis have been published according to the76
studies by [7] and [8]. Nevertheless, the primary deficiency of deep learn-77
ing based approaches is the need for a large number of datasets with breast78
density annotation which can be very challenging in the medical domain.79
To the best of our knowledge, none of the studies in the literature has at-80
tempted using deep learning for four-class breast density classification. The81
majority of them performed either two-class (low risk (BI-RADS I and II)82
versus high risk (BI-RADS III and IV)) or three-class (fatty, glandular and83
dense) classification. On the other hand, many studies have attempted four-84
class classification using conventional machine learning in conjunction with85
texture information.86
In this study, we are interested in investigating the e↵ects of various en-87
coding techniques in local pattern extraction by dividing the binary patterns88
into two (local binary patterns (LBP)), three (local ternary patterns (LTP))89
and five (local quinary patterns (LQP)) channels. Subsequently, we propose90
a local septenary patterns (LSP) operator which divides binary patterns into91
seven channels. Furthermore, we also study the discriminatory level of local92
patterns extracted from each channel which can help us to determine more93
informative texture descriptors. The paper has the following contributions:94
1. To the best of our knowledge this is the first study attempting to inves-95
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tigate the e↵ects of di↵erent encoding techniques covering LBP, LTP96
and LQP applied to breast density classification.97
2. We introduce a variant of LBP (two-encoding technique), LTP (three-98
encoding technique) and LQP (five-encoding technique) called local99
septenary patterns (LSP).100
3. We introduce several ways of improving local patterns’ discriminatory101
level in the application to breast density classification via a multichan-102
nel concatenation approach that enables us to combine local binary103
patterns from di↵erent channels.104
4. Whilst threshold values in LTP and LQP need to be set manually by a105
user, we introduce a simple adaptive way to determine threshold values106
in LSP based on the intensity distribution of the neighbourhood.107
5. Finally we also make a quantitative assessment on each of the channels108
which can reveal more informative texture descriptors.109
Note that our study does not attempt to develop a new CAD system for110
breast density classification but to investigate the e↵ects on discriminatory111
levels of local patterns using various encoding techniques.112
3. Breast Anatomy in a Mammogram113
Figure 2 shows breast anatomy in a mediolateral-oblique mammogram114
(MLO). In many cases, the upper retroglandular region contains fatty tissue115
and the Corpus Mammae region contains glandular and dense tissue (if the116
breast is categorised BI-RADS III or IV). Note that usually dense tissue has117
brighter pixels compared to glandular tissue and these tissues have a similar118
appearance to the pectoral muscle region. Since many biological activities in119
the Corpus Mammae region are due to more Lobules and Ducts, dense tissue120
mostly starts its development in this area.121
4. Literature Review122
Breast density classification in mammograms is one of the most popu-123
lar topics in breast CAD systems together with mass and micro-calcification124
clusters classifications. In a majority of the cases, textures have been a pop-125
ular choice for most authors mainly due to its e ciency and e↵ectiveness.126
Previously, manual and adaptive thresholding techniques have been used to127
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Figure 2: An overview of breast anatomy in a mediolateral-oblique mammogram (MLO).
Note that the contrast of the image has been adjusted from the original image for improve
visualisation of the breast boundary.
estimate the amount of dense tissue. For example, [9] developed an inter-128
active thresholding software called Cumulus to segment regions with dense129
tissue by manually tuning a grey-level threshold value. Due to the di culty130
in getting annotated mammograms, this topic did not get much attention131
from computer scientists until the MIAS dataset was made available publicly132
in 1994 [10].133
The first- and second-order (e.g., Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM))134
statistical features are among the most popular texture descriptors. For ex-135
ample the studies of [11], [12], [13] and [14] all used these texture descriptors136
by considering di↵erent orientations and resolutions. The methods of [11]137
and [14] first segment the breast into fatty and non-fatty regions followed by138
feature extraction on each region and future selection to remove uninforma-139
tive descriptors. Several machine learning algorithms were employed by [11]140
and reported an accuracy of 77%, 72% and 86% for k-Nearest Neighbours,141
C4.5 and Bayesian Network classifiers, respectively. [14] reported an accu-142
racy over 91% using rough fuzzy approaches with the same feature extraction143
techniques used by [11]. [13] selected a set of first- and second-order statis-144
tical features using a combination of several feature selection techniques and145
reported a maximum accuracy of 79.2%. [12] extracted features from the146
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Spatial Grey Level Dependency matrix (a variant of GLCM) as dense tis-147
sue descriptors and employed a combined classifier paradigm based on feed-148
forward Artificial Neural Network (ANN) models to achieve just over 71%149
classification accuracy.150
Morphology-based descriptors also have been widely investigated to char-151
acterise the shape appearance of fatty and non-fatty regions. In many cases,152
they are used as a set of descriptors with first- and second-order statistical153
features. For example, [11] and [14] extracted a set of morphology features154
such as the area, mean, standard deviation and kurtosis using a moment155
based histogram technique from the segmented fatty and non-fatty regions.156
The fractal-based feature extraction technique based on a set of threshold157
values is often used to measure the ratio between the number of low and158
high grey-levels within a region of interest (e.g., within a 5 ⇥ 5 neighbor-159
hood). For example, [15] divided breast regions by recursively splitting it160
into quadrants depending on the intensity information that is contained in161
each region. Subsequently, each subregion is evaluated until the decision162
function determines that the region does not need to be split, thus obtain-163
ing regions with similar properties of tissue. They reported an accuracy of164
93% based on two-class classification (low versus high risk). [16] used fractal165
analysis to characterise parenchymal patterns in digital mammograms for166
risk assessment of developing breast cancer, and reported an area under the167
curve value of 0.86.168
Bag-Of-Words features such as Textons and Scale Invariant Feature Trans-169
form (SIFT) have also been studied in the last decade. [17] compared the170
performance of Textons (extracted from the original images instead of the fil-171
tered images) and SIFT features for four-class density classification and used172
probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) to obtain a meaningful set173
of features generating a compact tissue representation of each density class.174
They reported over 91% and 88% accuracies achieved by Textons and SIFT175
approaches, respectively. In a similar study, [18] compared the performance176
of various methods for mammographic dense tissue pattern modelling such177
as the Local Grey-Level appearance (LGA), Textons, LBP and Basic Image178
Features (BIF). In the Textons approach, [18] used various filter sizes and179
orientations to extract texture information from filtered images instead of180
directly from the original images and various parameter values (e.g., window181
size and the number of neighbours) were tested to extract LGA, LBP, and182
BIF features. For the four-class BI-RADS classification the authors reported183
accuracies 75%, 72%, 59% and 70% for Textons, LGA, LBP and BIF, re-184
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spectively. [19] implemented a Textons approach based on the Maximum185
Response 8 (MR8) filter bank. The  2 distribution was used to compare186
each of the resulting histograms from the testing set with all the learned187
histogram models from the training set and reported 75.5% accuracy.188
In recent studies, [20, 21] showed that both LTP (three-encoding ap-189
proach) and LQP (five-encoding approach) operators can achieve 77% to 85%190
accuracy using a multiscale approach with di↵erent neighbourhood topolo-191
gies and di↵erent number of dominant patterns. Instead of extracting texture192
features from the entire breast region, [20, 21] showed that extracting texture193
information only from the Corpus Mammea reduces the number of overlap-194
ping features and hence produces more distinctive features. The authors195
showed that this approach was at least 7% better in terms of classification196
accuracy compared to classifying breast density by extracting features from197
the entire breast region. [22] modelled the distribution of breast density based198
on the multi-scale distribution of dark ellipses (representing fatty tissue) and199
bright ellipses representing fibroglandular and dense tissues. Subsequently,200
morphological features such as distances, sizes and diameters were extracted201
to estimate the amount of dense tissue in the breast. Preliminary results202
show that their method achieved accuracy between 67% to 72% based on203
various classifiers. Later, [23] compared the performance between Elliptical204
LBP (ELBP), uniform ELBP and Mean-Elliptical LBP (M-ELBP) for three-205
class classification (fatty, glandular and dense) and reported classification206
accuracies of 75%, 74% and 80%, respectively.207
Despite a large number of methods having been developed to address208
the breast density classification problem in mammograms, only a few studies209
have achieved accuracies above 80% and the majority of the methods pro-210
duced between 70% to 79%. Moreover, most studies were based on two-class211
classification (low risk (BI-RADS I and II) versus high risk (BI-RADS III and212
IV)) or three-class classification (fatty, fatty-glandular and dense-glandular)213
instead of four-class classification. This might be due to challenging issues214
such as complex and overlapping tissue appearance as well as ambiguous tex-215
ture patterns which make it di cult to separate BI-RADS classes based on216
texture.217
In the last a few years, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Deep218
Residual Learning (ResNet) are among the most popular deep learning tech-219
niques which have been used to address classification and segmentation prob-220
lems in clinical image data [8, 7]. Many current studies have claimed that221
deep learning based methods produced superior results achieving accuracy222
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similar to human performances [8, 7, 24, 25]. In breast density classifica-223
tion, the majority of the studies used deep learning based methods to address224
either two-class (scattered and heterogeneously density) or three-class clas-225
sification problems (fatty, glandular and dense tissue). [26] developed a226
CNN model to distinguish between scattered density and heterogeneously227
dense tissues using over 22,000 images. [27] used deep learning networks228
to classify dense and non-dense samples for the purpose of dense tissue seg-229
mentation. [28] used unsupervised deep learning to segment dense tissue230
in mammograms and estimate the risk of developing breast cancer based on231
the of segmentation result. Recently, [29] reported that their deep learning232
classification results are correlated well with BI-RADS density assessments233
by radiologists and comparable with a state of the art algorithm, Laboratory234
for Individualized Breast Radiodensity Assessment (LIBRA).235
Although deep learning based methods have shown promising results,236
breast density classification based on the BI-RADS four-class assessment237
guideline (fourth edition) remains a challenging task. This might be due to238
a lack of annotated data and the complexity of the task itself. According239
to the recent study of [8], the main challenge of employing a deep learning240
network is the requirement of a large dataset and annotations from experts.241
In addition, deep learning su↵ers from a lack of direct human interpretabil-242
ity because deep learning features rely on filter responses solicited from a243
large amount of training data whereas hand-crafted features such as those244
extracted from local patterns provide transparent information, which are245
more interpretable to clinicians and researchers. Furthermore, all datasets246
available publicly su↵er from an imbalance in the number of images for each247
class. For example, in the MIAS [10] and InBreast [30] datasets the number248
of BI-RADS IV cases is less than 10% of the total number of cases. As a249
result, deep learning networks may su↵er from an imbalanced classification250
problem.251
5. Methodology252
This section explains the technical details of our study covering steps253
involved in the pre-processing, feature extraction and the classification phase.254
Figure 3 shows a general overview of the workflow in our experiments.255
Firstly, we performed breast segmentation to separate the breast bound-256
ary and pectoral muscle using the method proposed by [31]. This ensures257
that only local patterns within the breast region will be extracted. Follow-258
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Figure 3: An overview of the work flow involved in our experiments.
ing our previous studies [20, 21], we extract the Corpus Mammae region of259
the breast to reduce the risk of overlapping local patterns across BI-RADS260
classes. Subsequently, we used a median filter around 3⇥3 neighbouring pix-261
els for noise reduction. We extract local patterns at di↵erent channels using262
the LBP, LTP, LQP and LSP operators within the estimated Corpus Mam-263
mae region. We select a set of dominant patterns to remove uninformative264
features and employ the Support Vector Machine (SVM) as a classification265
approach after a zero-mean normalisation.266
5.1. Pre-processing267
To segment the breast region, we used our previously developed method268
[31] to estimate the breast and pectoral muscle boundaries. Based on the269
estimated boundaries we created a breast mask and performed a pixel wise270
multiplication with the original image resulting in an image with only the271
breast region. The method [31] employs a region-based Active Contour272
to estimate the breast boundary and restricted contour growing with edge273
information for the pectoral muscle boundary estimation. Figure 4 shows an274
example of an extracted Corpus Mammae region of interest (ROIcm) and a275
few examples of estimated breast and pectoral muscle boundaries.276
The left-most image in Figure 4 shows the estimated ROIcm area (amber277
square box). To extract ROIcm, we find the height(Bh) and the width of the278
breast (Bw). Bh is then relocated to the middle of Bw to get the intersection279
point. The width and height of the square area of the ROIcm (amber line280
Figure 4) can be computed as Bw ⇥Bw with the centre located at the inter-281
section point between the Bh and Bw lines. Bh is the height of the breast,282
which is the longest perpendicular distance between the x-axis and the breast283
boundary. Note that the size of ROIcm varies depending on the width of the284
breast and local patterns are only extracted within ROIcm instead of from285
the whole breast region as the majority of the studies in the literature have286
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This section explains the original LBP operator [32] and its extensions289
which are the LTP and LQP operators introduced in [33] and [34], respec-290
tively. Subsequently, we propose a LSP operator and explain the di↵erent291
channels in each of the operators. Note that there are several other vari-292
ants of the LBP operator such as ELBP [35], M-ELBP [36], Median Ro-293
bust Extended Local Binary Pattern (MRELBP) [37], spatio-temporal LBP294
(STLBP) [38] and completed LBP (CLBP) [39]. However, they are out-295
side the scope of our study because these operators are based on the LBP’s296
two-channel encoding technique (nevertheless we consider this as part of our297
future work) whereas the scope of our study is to investigate the e↵ects of298
local patterns on accuracy when various di↵erent di↵erent channel encoding299
techniques are employed.300
All these operators use three di↵erent mapping tables namely uniform301
pattern (‘u2’), rotation invariant pattern (‘ri’) and both uniform and rotation302
invariant patterns (‘riu2’) to extract uniform, rotation invariant and rotation303
invariant uniform patterns, respectively. In our study, we investigate the304
‘riu2’ patterns (a combination of ‘u2’ and ‘ri’ patterns) as they provide more305
discriminant features based on our previous studies [20, 21] and the study of306
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s(gp   gc)2p (1)
where R and P are the radius of the circle that forms the neighbourhood of308
the operator and the number of pixels in the neighbourhood, respectively.309
The grey level value of the centre pixel is denoted gc, and gp is the grey level310
value of the pth neighbour. The LBP operator thresholds the neighbouring311
pixels using a two-value encoding system as shown in Equation 2.312
s(x) =
(
1, x   0
0, otherwise
(2)
Later, [33] introduced a three-value encoding technique (LTP operator)313
which thresholds the neighbouring pixels based on a constant threshold set by314
the user (⌧1) as shown in Equation 3. Once the LTP code image is generated,315
it can be separated into two binary patterns from its positive and negative316






1, x > gc + ⌧1
0, gc   ⌧1 < x < gc + ⌧1
 1, x < gc + ⌧1
(3)
In [34] the LQP operator was introduced, which thresholds the neigh-319
bouring pixels using a five-value encoding technique (see Equation 4) based320
on two constant thresholds ⌧1 and ⌧2. Subsequently, the LQP code image is321
split into four binary patterns by considering its positives, zero and negative322
components. Therefore, the LQP operator encodes an image into five chan-323
nels but results four binary patterns (from two positive channels (s(1) and324





2, x   gc + ⌧2
1, gc + ⌧1  x < gc + ⌧2
0, gc   ⌧1  x < gc + ⌧1




Figure 5 shows the resulting code images and local patterns from each326
channel using the LBP, LTP and LQP operators. A histogram from the LBP327
code image (Hlbp) can be extracted to characterise local patterns in ROIcm.328
However, for LTP and LQP code images, local patterns can be extracted329
from each channel. For example, local patterns that represent ROIcm when330
using the LTP operator can be extracted by computing the histogram im-331
age of ‘LTP Channel 1’ and ‘LTP Channel 2’, donated as Hltp1 and Hltp2,332
respectively and concatenating these histograms as the final feature descrip-333
tors. Similarly, to extract local patterns in ROIcm using LQP operator, we334
can compute and concatenate the histograms from all LQP channels (Hlqp1,335
Hlqp2, Hlqp3 and Hlqp4). Note that all channel images are binary images. As a336
result of histogram concatenating more local patterns can be extracted using337
the LTP and LQP operators.338
Figure 5: Examples of LBP, LTP and LQP code images and local pattern images from
di↵erent channels.
We took a similar approach by thresholding the neighbouring pixels using339
a seven-value encoding technique (hence the name is septenary) based on340
three threshold values (⌧1, ⌧2 and ⌧3). The value of the LSP code of the pixel341
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(i, j) is given by:342





where pattern 2 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} represents six binary patterns by considering343
its upper-positive, middle-positive, lower-positive, upper-negative, middle-344
negative and lower-negative components denoted as s(3), s(2), s(1), s( 1),345





3, x   gc + ⌧3
2, gc + ⌧2  x < gc + ⌧3
1, gc + ⌧1  x < gc + ⌧2
0, gc   ⌧1  x < gc + ⌧1
 1, gc   ⌧2  x < gc   ⌧1
 2, gc   ⌧3  x < gc   ⌧2
 3, otherwise
(6)
Note that LSP encodes an image into seven channels but results in six binary347






























1, if s(x) =  3
0, otherwise
(12)
Figure 6 shows an example of a LSP code image extracted from ROIcm in350
Figure 5 and its local patterns from di↵erent channels. Using the encoding351
technique in Equation 6, we can generate the LSP code image of ROIcm. The352
LSP code image is split into six binary images which represent local patterns353
in six channels. Unlike LTP and LQP where the user has to manually deter-354
mine threshold values, we introduce an automatic approach by computing355
the number of neighbours with grey level value  25th percentile of the en-356
tire neighbourhood, number of neighbours with grey level value between 25th357
and 75th percentile of the entire neighbourhood and number of neighbours358
with grey level value   75th percentile. Subsequently, we sort the values in359
ascending order for ⌧1, ⌧2 and ⌧3 values.360
Figure 6: Examples of LSP code image and its local pattern images from di↵erent channels.
The LBP, LTP, LQP and LSP are similar in terms of architecture as each361
is defined using a circle centred on each pixel and the number of neighbours.362
The main di↵erence is the LSP thresholds the neighbouring pixels into seven363
(3, 2, 1, 0, -1, -2 and -3) values. In contrast, the LBP, LTP and LQP encode364
an image into two (1 and 0), three (1, 0 and -1), and five (2, 1, 0, -1 and -2)365
values. Figure 7 shows an example of the feature extraction process. The final366
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histogram is a concatenation of six histograms computed from each binary367
pattern (binary image, e.g., LSP code 1) generated based on the conditions368
in equations (7) to (12). The process of capturing local patterns of ROIcm is369
also the same for the other operators such as the LBP, LTP and LQP, except370
less number of channels (resulting in a shorter concatenated histogram).371
Figure 7: Summary of feature extraction phase using the LSP operator. Note that the
binary pattern from each channel is computed from the LSP code image and a histogram
image is computed for each channel. Finally, all histograms are concatenated and treated
as a feature vector to represent the local pattern of ROIcm.
5.3. Dominant Patterns372
Following our previous studies in [21, 20], we selected dominant patterns373
to reduce feature dimension, hence simplifying the prediction model. Domi-374
nant patterns are patterns that occur frequently in the training set [40]. Let375
I1, I2...Ij be images in the training set. We compute the histogram feature376
(HLSPIj ) for each training image and perform a bin-wise summation for all377
the histograms to find the pattern’s distribution from the training set. Sub-378
sequently, the resulting histogram (HLSP ) is sorted in descending order, and379










> 0.01⇥ n (13)
where N and n are the total number of patterns and the threshold chosen382
by the user, respectively. For example choosing n = 98 means removing383
patterns that occur with relative frequency of less than 2% in HLSP . The384
smaller the value of n, the smaller the number of patterns selected.385
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5.4. Classification386
Once the feature extraction is completed, we employed several machine387
learning algorithms in WEKA [41] to build our classification models. For388
machine learning with only one parameter (e.g., k -NN), the CVParameterS-389
election technique was employed. In contrast, the GridSearch technique was390
used to explore two parameters for classifiers with two parameters (e.g. RF391
and SVM). The CVParameterSelection finds the best setting based on op-392
tions set by the user by optimising the classification accuracy. The Grid-393
Search tests all possible combination of two parameters and selects the best394
combinations based on the highest accuracy. To find the best parameters for395
each classifier, 25 patients (9, 7, 5, 4 patients for BI-RADS I, II, III and IV,396
respectively) were selected from the MIAS dataset and 3-fold cross-validation397
was used to evaluate the performance for each (or pair) of the tested param-398
eter(s) during the optimisation process. The classifier was trained, and in399
the testing phase, each unseen ROIcm from the testing set is classified as400
BI-RADS I, II, III or IV. The classifiers used in this study are presented in401
Table 1.402
Table 1: List of classifiers used in this study. The # sign represents number
Classifiers Default parameters in WEKA
Support Vector Machine (SVM) Complexity (C)=1.0, exponent=1
Random Forest (RF) # of forests=100, depth = 0 (unlimited)
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) Learning rate=0.3, momentum=0.2
k -Nearest Neighbours (k -NN) k=1, Euclidean distance
6. Experimental Results403
To test the performance of the method we used the following datasets:404
(a) the Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS) dataset [10] which405
consists of 322 mediolateral-oblique (MLO) mammograms of 161 women.406
Films were taken from the UK National Breast Screening Programme and407
have been digitised to 50 µm⇥50 µm and quantised to 8 bits. The distribution408
for BI-RADS classes is 60 (BI-RADS I), 105 (BI-RADS II), 129 (BI-RADS409
III) and 31 (BI-RADS IV), and (b) the InBreast dataset [30] which consists410
of 206 MLO mammograms from 103 patients. Each image is direct digital411
acquisition on a-Se imaging plates. The pixel size of all images is 70 µm ⇥412
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70 µm, with 14-bit contrast resolution. The density distribution for the BI-413
RADS classes is as follow: 69 (BI-RADS I), 74 (BI-RADS II), 49 (BI-RADS414
III), and 14 (BI-RADS IV). Each image contains BI-RADS information (e.g.,415
BI-RADS class I, II, III or IV) provided by an expert radiologist based on416
the fourth edition of the BI-RADS system. We ran stratified 5-fold cross417
validation for 10 times.418
Accuracy (Acc) is used to measure the performance of the method, which419
represents the total number of correctly classified images as a proportion of420
the total number of images.421
6.1. Optimised Parameters422
Table 2 shows a list of parameter values tested and optimised values423
for the four classifiers employed in this study. Note that, the parameter424
optimisation was performed based on 25 patients (each BI-RADS class has425
six or seven patients) taken from the MIAS dataset. Subsequently, we use426
these parameter values in the testing phase for both MIAS and InBreast427
datasets. However, for the MIAS dataset we only use 136 patients (272428
mammograms) and we excluded 25 patients (50 mammograms) which were429
used for parameter optimisation. From now on, all parameter settings for430
the classifiers employed in this study are based on the best parameter values431
summarised in Table 2.432
Table 2: List of parameter options tested in this study.
Classifiers Parameter tested Best parameters
SVM Kernel =‘Polynomial’, C = 5, e = 1
C = 1 to 10
e = 1 to 5
RF Number of forests (rF )=1 to 165 rF = 70, D = 0
depth (D)=0 to 10
MLP Learning rate (LR)=0.1 to 2.0 (e.g. 0.1, 0.2 ... 2.0) LR = 0.1, M = 0.5
momentum(M)=0.1 to 2.0 (e.g. 0.1, 0.2 ... 2.0)
k -NN k=1-49 (e.g. 1, 3, 5, ... 49) k = 5
Euclidean distance
6.2. Quantitative Results433
This section presents classification results for LBP, LTP, LQP and LSP434
operators based on di↵erent classifiers. Since the LTP and LQP require435
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threshold values from a user, the parameters ⌧1 and ⌧2 were selected based436
on previous studies [21, 20]. Therefore the ⌧1 value for the LTP operator437
is set to 5 and ⌧1 and ⌧2 values for LQP are set to 5 and 12, respectively.438
Note that the average Acc represents the mean accuracy across di↵erent439
numbers of dominant patterns (n) where the maximum Acc is the highest440
accuracy achieved for n number of dominant patterns. Choosing n = 93441
means removing patterns that occur with a frequency of less than 7% in the442
histogram feature. Numerical values represent performance evaluation based443
on 272 and 206 images for the MIAS and InBreast datasets, respectively.444
Note that we have used 50 images (of the original 322 images) from the445
MIAS dataset for parameter optimisation.446
Figure 8 and 9 shows classification results using LBP operator for the447
MIAS and InBreast dataset, respectively. It can be observed that for the448
MIAS dataset a maximum accuracy of 73.8% is achieved by LBP (7, 16)449
(where R = 7, P = 16, e.g. LBP (R,P )) using the SVM classifier at n = 91.5450
(removing local patterns with frequency of less than 8.5% in the histogram451
features). The best average accuracy of 69.7% is achieved when employing452
LBP (7, 16) with n = 92.1. For the InBreast dataset a maximum accuracy of453
73.8% is achieved by LBP (5, 10) at n = 96.5 whereas best average accuracy454
(70.2%) is achieved by LBP (9, 20) using the MLP classifier. Overall, the455
majority of the classification accuracies fall in a range between 65% to 70%.456
Figure 8: LBP performance on MIAS dataset
Figure 10 and 11 shows quantitative results using the LTP operator for457
the MIAS and InBreast dataset, respectively. The majority of the average458
accuracies are in a range between 70% to 75% which are higher than the459
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Figure 9: LBP performance on InBreast dataset
ones produced by the LBP operator; for maximum accuracy, many cases are460
over 75%. Furthermore, it can be observed that the LTP operator outper-461
formed the LBP operator regardless of the R and P values. The highest462
accuracies are 81% (average 77.5%) and 78.7% (average 74.3%) on the MIAS463
and InBreast datasets, respectively. They are at least 4% to 7% higher than464
the maximum accuracy produced when extracting local patterns using the465
LBP operator. The SVM classifier produced the highest classification accu-466
racy by removing 6.5% of the local patterns when evaluated on the MIAS467
dataset (LTP (7, 14) and LTP (7, 16)) where the MLP classifier (LTP (9, 18))468
outperformed the other classifiers at n = 93.1% when tested on the InBreast469
dataset.470
Figure 12 and 13 shows classification results using the LQP operator for471
the MIAS and InBreast dataset, respectively. Overall, it can be observed472
that LQP produced better classification results in comparison to LBP and473
LTP operators. The majority of the maximum accuracies are in a range be-474
tween 74% to 79% which indicates that local patterns extracted by the LQP475
operator are more discriminant in comparison to the previous two operators.476
LQP (9, 18) and LQP (9, 20) produced a maximum accuracy of 82.1% with477
the best average accuracy of 78.6% at n = 90 on the MIAS dataset. However,478
when evaluated on the InBreast dataset the maximum accuracy of 80.1% is479
achieved by LQP (9, 18) at n = 98 and the best average accuracy is achieved480
by LQP (9, 20). Moreover, it can also be observed that the SVM classifier481
produced an average maximum accuracy over 80% regardless of the values of482
P and R when evaluated on the MIAS dataset. However, the MLP classifier483
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Figure 10: LTP performance on MIAS dataset
Figure 11: LTP performance on InBreast dataset
tends to produce better results when tested on the InBreast dataset with the484
best average Acc = 75.5% which is 1% better than the SVM classifier.485
Table 14 and 15 shows quantitative results using our proposed LSP op-486
erator when evaluated on the MIAS and InBreast dataset, respectively. The487
majority of the classification accuracies fall in the range 75% to 80% which488
is slightly better compared to the results produced by the LQP operator.489
Experimental results show that the LSP operator produced a maximum ac-490
curacy of 83.3% (which outperforms the LBP (73.8%), LTP (81%) and LQP491
(82.1%) operators) on the MIAS dataset. The best average accuracy of 81.6%492
is achieved by LSP (9, 18) at n = 99.1 which is at least 2.8% higher than the493
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Figure 12: LQP performance on MIAS dataset
Figure 13: LQP performance on InBreast dataset
best average Acc produced by LQP and LTP. The LSP operator achieved494
maximum 80.5% classification accuracy at n = 95.5 using the SVM classi-495
fier whereas the highest accuracy achieved by RF, k-NN and MLP are 77.9496
(LSP (11, 22)), 79.7% (LSP (9, 20)) and 79.8 (LSP (7, 16)), respectively. Re-497
garding the best average accuracy across di↵erent numbers of dominant pat-498
terns LSP (9, 20) produced 77.1% using the SVM classifier. RF, k-NN and499
MLP produced 70.9%, 73.3% and 73.7%, respectively when LSP (9, 20) is500
employed. Overall, the LSP operator produced more discriminant local pat-501
terns in separating the BI-RADS classes in both MIAS and InBreast datasets.502
We will discuss this further in the subsequent subsections.503
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Figure 14: LSP performance on MIAS dataset
Figure 15: LSP performance on InBreast dataset
6.3. Maximum and Average Performance Comparison Between Operators504
This section summarises the maximum and average results produced by505
the operators across di↵erent classifiers based on the MIAS and InBreast506
datasets. For the MIAS dataset, Figures 16 and 17 show performance com-507
parisons between LBP, LTP, LQP and LSP operators using di↵erent clas-508
sification approaches. In terms of maximum accuracy, it can be observed509
that LSP (Acc = 83.3%) outperformed the other texture operators (LBP,510
LTP and LQP) when using SVM, RF and MLP as classification approaches.511
However, when the k-NN classifier is employed, the maximum classification512
accuracy is 76.9% using LTP which is 0.7% and 1.2% better than the LQP513
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and LSP operators, respectively. Regarding the average accuracies across514
di↵erent numbers of dominant patterns, both the SVM and MLP classifiers515
produced higher results when using LQP and LSP features. For example,516
the LSP operator produced 81.6% and 75.8% accuracies for SVM and MLP517
classifiers, respectively compared to 78.6% (SVM) and 75.4% (MLP) when518
classification was performed based on local patterns extracted using the LQP519
operator. In contrast, classification accuracy is at least 0.9% better for local520
patterns using LTP when RF and k-NN classifiers are used compared to LQP521
and LSP. In both Figures 16 and 17, the LBP operator produced the low-522
est accuracy results regardless to classification approach which clearly shows523
that a channel encoding technique is necessary to capture more discriminant524
features and hence improve the classification results.525
Figure 16: Comparison of maximum accuracies achieved by each operator across di↵erent
classifiers when evaluated on the MIAS dataset.
For the InBreast dataset, Figures 18 and 19 show performance compar-526
isons between all operators using di↵erent classifiers. Regarding maximum527
accuracy, the LSP operator achieved Acc = 80.5% using the SVM classifier528
and outperformed the LBP, LTP and LQP operators by 6.7%, 6.4%, and529
0.6%, respectively. An improvement also can be observed for the k-NN clas-530
sifier as the LSP operator produced 79.7% compared to the other operators531
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Figure 17: Comparison of average accuracies across di↵erent numbers of dominant patterns
achieved by each operator across di↵erent classifiers when evaluated on the MIAS dataset.
which produced Acc < 75%. For the RF classifier, the LSP operator pro-532
duced 77.9%, at least 1.2% higher compared to the other operators. The533
LQP operator produced a maximum accuracy of 80.1% which is 0.3% higher534
than the LSP operator when using the MLP classifier. Once again it can535
be observed that other operators always outperform the classification results536
of the LBP operator regardless of classifiers. In terms of average accuracies,537
the LSP operator once again outperforms the other operators when the SVM538
classifier is employed with the best average accuracy of 77.1%. Similar trends539
can be seen when using the k-NN classifier where the LSP features produced540
the best average accuracy of 73.8% compared to 64.6%, 68.7% and 70.2%541
produced by the LBP, LTP and LQP features, respectively. The LSP and542
LTP operators produced similar results of 70.9% when the RF classifier is543
employed which is 0.6% higher than the LQP operator. The LSP operator544
produced the best average accuracy of 73.3% using the MLP classifier which545
is slightly lower compared to LQP and LTP operators with 75.5% and 74.3%546
accuracy, respectively. Once again experimental results suggest that the LSP547
operator extracts more discriminant local features and performs better when548
the SVM classifier is employed.549
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Figure 18: Comparison of maximum accuracies achieved by each operator across di↵erent
classifiers when evaluated on the InBreast dataset.
7. Discussion550
In this section we will discuss (i) the e↵ects on accuracy when di↵erent551
numbers of dominant patterns are used in the classification, (ii) the e↵ects of552
the radius (R) and number of neighbours (P ) in the local patterns discrimi-553
natory levels; (iii) explanations on why multichannel local patterns produced554
more discriminant features in comparison to the original LBP operator, in555
(iv) extending to 9 and 11- encoding systems, (v) discussion of the existing556
studies in the literature, (vi) statistical analysis and (vii) future work.557
7.1. E↵ects of Di↵erent Numbers of Dominant Patterns (n)558
To investigate the e↵ects of n on the classification accuracy for all oper-559
ators described in this study we tested 60 di↵erent values from 90 to 99.9560
(e.g., n 2 {90, 90.1, 90.3, 90.5, ..., 99.9}). In other words, we investigated the561
variation of classification accuracy by including local patterns which have562
a frequency of minimum 0.1% to 10% in the histogram feature (e.g. local563
patterns with a relative frequency of less than 0.1% to 10% are removed,564
resulting to a shorter histogram feature). Figure 20 shows the e↵ects of n565
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Figure 19: Comparison of average accuracies across di↵erent numbers of dominant pat-
terns achieved by each operator across di↵erent classifiers when evaluated on the InBreast
dataset.
on classification accuracy for LBP, LTP, LQP and LSP operators. In this566
experiment, we employed the SVM classifier as it produced better perfor-567
mance compared to the MLP, RF and k-NN classifiers. It can be observed568
that n plays an important role in getting the best classification accuracy. For569
the LBP operator it can be observed that a large variation of classification570
accuracy between 63% to 74% occurs, with a 9.71% standard deviation. The571
LQP operator produced a standard deviation of 9.25% which is higher than572
the LTP operator of 9.04%. The LSP operator produced a smaller standard573
deviation value of 9.04% (the same as LTP) which indicates that our pro-574
posed method does not only outperform the other operators on both datasets575
but also produced more consistent results.576
7.2. E↵ects of Radius (R) and Number of Neighbours (P )577
In this section we are interested to know to what extent R and P a↵ect578
the overall classification accuracy. For this purpose, we investigated seven579
di↵erent combination of R and P and tested each of them with all operators.580
Figures 21 and 22 show average maximum accuracies for both datasets using581
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Figure 20: E↵ects of di↵erent numbers of dominant patterns (n) across di↵erent operators
((P,R)=(18,9)) using SVM classifier on MIAS dataset.
the SVM classifier. For the LBP operator, local patterns extracted using582
smaller radii and less number of neighbours (e.g., (5, 10) and (5, 12)) tend to583
produce better results whereas the LTP operator produced its highest aver-584
age maximum accuracy at (7, 14) (Acc > 78%). Similar results of 77.5% are585
obtained when the following parameters are employed: (7, 16), (9, 18) and586
(9, 20). However, when evaluated on the InBreast dataset, the highest aver-587
age maximum accuracy (76%) is achieved at (9, 18) followed by parameters588
(7, 14) and (7, 16). For the LQP operator, the highest average maximum ac-589
curacy (Acc > 78%) is achieved at parameters (7, 14) followed by (9, 18) with590
only 0.5% di↵erence. In the InBreast dataset, the LQP operator produced591
highest average maximum accuracy of 77.5% with parameters (9, 18). The592
LSP operator produced consistent average maximum accuracy when parame-593
ters (7, 14), (7, 16), (9, 18), (9, 20) and (11, 22) are used which is around 77%.594
Nevertheless, it produces at least 2.5% higher average maximum accuracy at595
(9, 20) compared to (7, 14), (7, 16), (9, 18) and (11, 22). These results indi-596
cate that when choosing the values for P and R, the following values (7, 16),597
(9, 18), (9, 20) are a good starting point.The LSP operator produced its best598
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results at (9, 20) using the SVM classification approach.599
Figure 21: Average maximum accuracy (MIAS dataset) across di↵erent classifiers based
on di↵erent operators and their associated parameters.
7.3. Why do multichannel local patterns work?600
To answer this question we conducted several experiments by perform-601
ing channel based classifications on the MIAS dataset. In the case of the602
LTP operator (three channels with two binary patterns), firstly we perform603
individual classification based on features extracted from the first binary604
patterns and secondly we concatenate features extracted from two or more605
channels. Table 3 shows our experimental results for the LTP, LQP and LSP606
operators. Note that the following parameters are used based on their best607
performance using the SVM classifier (see Figures 12, 13 and 14): LTP (7, 16)608
with n = 93.5, LBP (9, 18) with n = 99.9 and LSP (9, 18) with n = 99.1.609
It can be observed that classification based on features extracted from610
a single channel alone is insu cient. For the LTP operator, each chan-611
nel produced just over 73% but concatenating local patterns from all chan-612
nels produced 81%, yielding over 7% improvement. A similar case occurred613
for the LQP operator where binary patterns from a single channel pro-614
duced Acc < 70%. However, combining binary patterns from the first three615
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Figure 22: Average maximum accuracy (InBreast dataset) across di↵erent classifiers based
on di↵erent operators and their associated parameters.
channels (Ch1   Ch2   Ch3) yields a significant improvement 76.4% and616
concatenating all local patterns from all channels produced a maximum617
accuracy of 82.1%. For our proposed operator, Ch2 and Ch5 produced618
classification accuracy under 60% and Ch1, Ch3 and Ch4 produced accu-619
racy close to 70%. Concatenating all features from all channels resulted in620
Acc = 83.3% however removing a less informative channel (e.g., Ch2) by con-621
sidering Ch1 Ch3 Ch4 Ch5 Ch6, the classification accuracy improved622
to 83.8%.623
Based on these experiments we found that encoding an image by divid-624
ing it into several channels captures more textural details which is di cult to625
capture with the original LBP operator. This can be clearly seen in Figures626
8 and 9 where most accuracies achieved by the LBP operator are under 70%627
whereas the other operators consistently achieved above 75% accuracy. This628
also indicates that the LQP and LTP operators capture more details of the629
Corpus Mammae region in comparison to the LBP operator. Similarly, the630
LSP operator captures even more details compared to LQP and LTP oper-631
ators. However, a higher order encoding system such as dividing into nine632
or eleven channels does not necessarily improve the classification accuracy633
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Operators Channel (Ch) Channels Concatenation ( )
LTP
Ch1 = 73.3± 8.6
Ch1  Ch2 = 81.95
Ch2 = 74.1± 9.1
LQP
Ch1 = 59.8± 10.6 Ch1  Ch2 = 69.3± 8.3
Ch2 = 65.9± 9.6 Ch1  Ch2  Ch3 = 76.4± 8.1
Ch3 = 68.9± 11.5 Ch1  Ch2  Ch3  Ch4 = 82.1± 7.1
Ch4 = 66.5± 9.9
LSP
Ch1 = 68.9± 9.4 Ch1  Ch2 = 74.3± 7.9
Ch2 = 52.6± 11.6 Ch1  Ch2  Ch3 = 75.1± 7.9
Ch3 = 70.1± 8.8 Ch1  Ch2  Ch3  Ch4 = 70.1± 10.1
Ch4 = 69.1± 8.9 Ch1  Ch2  Ch3  Ch4  Ch5 = 77.7± 9.1
Ch5 = 59.3± 11.3 Ch1  Ch3  Ch4  Ch6 = 80.7± 10.1
Ch4 = 65.7± 12.8 Ch1  Ch3  Ch4  Ch5  Ch6 = 83.8± 9.8
Ch1  Ch2  Ch3  Ch4  Ch5  Ch6 = 83.3± 8.8
Table 3: Classification results (%) based on binary patterns extracted from individual
channel (second column) and concatenated binary patterns from two or more channels
because it increases the number of features yielding more complex decision634
boundaries. An early indication can be observed based on our experiment635
results in Table 3 where best accuracy can be achieved by the LSP operator636
when excluding local patterns from Ch2. This reduces the number of fea-637
tures yielding a less complex decision boundaries in a feature space, hence638
boosting the overall performance of the method.639
A channel encoding system also extracts a set of ‘weak’ features which640
produce satisfactory results on its own, but when combined they provide641
good results (similar to ensemble classifiers such as the Random Forests).642
For example, in Table 3 combining two or more local patterns from di↵er-643
ent channels always produce better results. This is due to each channel644
containing unique information which is not available in the other channels645
and they complement each other when combined. For example, individual646
classification in LQP produce under 70% accuracy but improve to over 76%647
and 82% when three and four channels are combined, respectively. Simi-648
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larly, all channels from the LSP operator are unable to provide su cient649
information of the Corpus Mammae region individually but when combining650
Ch1  Ch3  Ch4  Ch5  Ch6 we achieved 83.8% accuracy.651
Moreover, the threshold values which are determined automatically en-652
able the operator to capture robust texture information as pixel information653
is encoded according to the local threshold values rather than a global thresh-654
old value as in the LTP and LQP operators. Local threshold values enable655
the LSP operator to capture textural information based on the topology and656
intensity distribution of the image and hence are more discriminant and toler-657
ant to noise. In contrast, a global threshold value does not consider intensity658
distribution of a region. As a result, it may a↵ect the discriminatory level of659
the local patterns.660
7.4. Extending to 9-encoding and 11-encoding systems661
To further evaluate the performance of di↵erent encoding systems, we662
conducted several experiments by extending the LSP to 9- and 11-encoding663
systems both on the MIAS and InBreast datasets. Figures 23, 24, 25 and664
26 show that the performance is decreasing as we use 9- and 11-encoding665
systems.
Figure 23: 9-encoding system performance on MIAS dataset
666
Experimental results suggest that the 7-encoding system the LSP achieved667
the best performance and eventually decreased to between 55% to 63%. From668
our own observation, the main reason for this is due to higher encoding669
systems (e.g. 9-encoding) producing very sparse features (containing many670
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zeros). This is similar when performing the 11-encoding system (in fact fea-671
tures are even sparser). The main problem with sparse features is they are672
most likely being ignored by most classifiers particularly tree-based machine673
learning algorithms. Secondly, in most cases zeros are less informative mak-674
ing the features less meaningful and hence less discriminant. As a result,675
performance classification reduced significantly. In Figure 25 and 26 none of676
the maximum accuracies achieved was above 70% whereas the LBP operators677
achieved above this value in some cases.678
Figure 24: 9-encoding system performance on InBreast dataset
Figure 25: 11-encoding system performance on MIAS dataset
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Figure 26: 11-encoding system performance on InBreast dataset
7.5. Existing Methods in the Literature679
The main goal of our study is to improve the performance of binary-680
based local pattern feature extraction methods, namely Local Binary Pat-681
tern (LBP), Local Ternary Pattern (LTP) and Local Quinary Pattern (LQP).682
Our study does not intend to quantitatively compare the performance of the683
LSP operator against other feature extraction methods. There are many fea-684
ture extraction methods in the literature, therefore quantitative comparison685
is extremely di cult. It should also be noted that quantitative compari-686
son with the other breast density methods in the literature is because most687
studies combine features from di↵erent feature extraction algorithms such as688
first-order statistical features, second-order statistical features, morphologi-689
cal features, features of Gabor filters, edge information, etc.690
Many breast density classification methods have been developed over the691
last two decades. The best classification accuracy (based on BI-RADS classes692
(fourth edition)) reported in the literature is over 90% by the study by [14]693
followed by the study of [11] with 86% classification accuracy. However, these694
methods are computationally expensive due to di↵erent numbers of feature695
extraction techniques employed. Several techniques used to extract di↵erent696
types of features such as the first order statistical techniques to compute the697
local pixel intensity, the co-occurrence matrix to extract grey level distribu-698
tion, an adaptive thresholding technique to extract the region’s morphological699
information, Gabor filter to obtain edges information, etc. Also, their meth-700
ods employed the Fuzzy C-Means clustering technique as a separate process701
to classify the breast tissue into di↵erent pixel intensities. Once again this702
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process is time consuming especially when dealing with large images such703
as mammograms. In contrast, the LSP operator (with accuracy close to704
84%) extracts and processes all this information at once, hence reducing the705
computational complexity of the system.706
Previously, [20] used the LTP operator to extract local information and707
achieved a promising result of 82.33% accuracy. However, this method su↵ers708
from having to deal with a large number of features (over one thousand) due709
to the multi-orientation approach (e.g., ten histograms from ten orientations710
concatenated). Our recent study, [21] reported the best accuracy of over 86%711
using multi-orientation LQP operator and combining other local patterns712
extracted using on ellipse neighbourhood. Nevertheless, this method con-713
tains several separate stages (e.g. extraction using di↵erent neighbourhood714
topologies (circle and ellipse), di↵erent orientations of resolutions which can715
be tedious whereas the LSP operator uses only one neighbourhood topology716
(e.g. a circle) with a single resolution. Other studies in the literature such717
as [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 22, 23] reported accuracies under 80%. How-718
ever, note that the purpose of our study is not to develop a breast density719
classification method that can necessarily outperform the other methods in720
the literature but to study the e↵ects of various channel encoding techniques721
in the original LBP operator which have lead us to a more robust technique722
called the LSP operator, improving the performance of the LBP, LTP and723
LQP operators.724
7.6. Statistical Analysis725
We performed statistical analysis to investigate whether there is a signif-726
icant di↵erence/improvement at p  0.05 between the best results achieved727
by the LSP operator and the other operators discussed in this study on both728
datasets. For this purpose, we compared the best maximum (Max) and av-729
erage (Avg) accuracies produced by the LSP with the best results of LBP,730
LTP and LQP operators. The p value was computed using a t-test com-731
paring each result of each operator with the best result achieved by the LSP732
operator according to their respective metric (e.g., Max Acc or Avg Acc).733
The size of population for each dataset are 103 (206 images) and 161 (322734
images) for the InBreast and MIAS dataset, respectively.735
Table 4 shows the p values between the best accuracies achieved by the736
LSP operator and the other operators for both datasets. In terms of max-737
imum accuracy, there is a significant improvement at p  0.05 when using738
the LSP features in classifying breast density on the MIAS (p = 0.0015) and739
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Dataset Results LBP LTP LQP LSP
MIAS
Max Acc(%) 73.8 ±10.6 81 ± 9.5 82.1 ± 7.1 83.3 ± 8.8
(p value) (0.0015) (0.2260) (0.4019) -
Avg Acc(%) 69.7 ± 9.7 77.5 ± 9.2 78.6 ± 8.3 81.6 ± 9.1
(p value) (0.00001) (0.0428) (0.0433) -
InBreast
Max Acc(%) 73.8 ± 9.9 78.7 ± 11.2 80.1 ± 10.5 80.5 ± 9.2
(p value) (0.0064) (0.2646) (0.4489) -
Avg Acc(%) 70.2 ± 11.7 74.3 ± 11.4 75.5 ± 11.3 77.1 ± 10.9
(p value) (0.0007) (0.0137) (0.2151) -
Table 4: Classification results (%) and p values between the best accuracies achieved by
the LSP operator and the other operators discussed in this study.
InBreast (p = 0.0007) datasets. Nevertheless, the best maximum results of740
the LSP operator are not statistically significant at p  0.05 in compari-741
son with the best accuracies achieved by the LTP and LQP operators. The742
p values are 0.2260 and 0.4019 for the LTP and LQP operators, respectively743
when evaluated on the MIAS dataset which are similar when tested on the744
InBreast dataset, p = 0.2646 and p = 0.4489 for the LTP and LQP oper-745
ators, respectively. The results are statistically significant at p  0.05 on746
the MIAS dataset when comparing the best average accuracy produced by747
the LSP features (Acc = 81.6%) with the other features with p values are748
0.00001, 0.0428 and 0.0433 for LBP, LTP and LQP respectively. Similarly,749
when tested on the InBreast dataset the best average accuracy produced by750
the LSP operator is significantly better in comparison to the results of LBP751
(p = 0.0007) and LTP (p = 0.0137) operators. However, the best average752
accuracy of LSP is not significant (p = 0.2151) compared to the result of the753
LQP operator.754
7.7. Limitations of our study755
We highlight the following limitations of our study:756
1. The sample dataset used to optimise the classifiers’ parameters was757
taken from the MIAS dataset which only 8-bit contrast. This means758
the optimised parameters and testing results might be di↵erent when759
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testing with real clinical data (12 to 14 bits contrast). The reasons760
we chose the MIAS dataset rather than the InBreast dataset when761
optimising the classifiers’ parameters are (a) it has larger number of762
images/cases hence giving us a larger number of test cases and (b) the763
number of cases for each class is more representative compared to the764
number of cases for each class in the InBreast dataset. For example,765
the number images of BI-RADS IV is 14 which is extremely small.766
Including cases in our dataset for parameter optimization, will make767
our testing dataset extremely imbalanced. Although in this study we768
used images from the MIAS dataset for parameter optimization, in a769
real clinical environment this procedure can be easily changed/adapted770
by using a sub-sample from the new dataset.771
2. The MIAS dataset is a somewhat old database and hence does not rep-772
resent the actual contrast representation of the latest mammograms.773
We included the MIAS dataset in our study due to (a) it is the most774
used and compared dataset in the literature because of its availability775
whereas other datasets are not easily accessible, (b) acquiring mam-776
mogram datasets is very di cult especially the ones with BI-RADS777
(version 4) classification and (c) other datasets do not classify each778
breast image based on BI-RADS density but are classified based on a779
small square patch based on tissue types such as ‘fatty’, ‘glandular’ or780
‘breast tissue’.781
3. The parameters P , R and n were tested/selected empirically. Never-782
theless, our testing strategy is based on the previous studies of Ojala783
et al. [32], Tan and Triggs [33], Nanni et al. [34]. To the best of our784
knowledge this a common approach used in the literature especially for785
parameters P and R. For parameter n, we tested 60 di↵erent values786
from n = 90 to n = 99.9 with 0.2 interval (e.g. 90, 90.1, 90.3, 90.5,787
etc). This should be su cient to investigate the performance variations788
across di↵erent n values.789
4. The number of cases used in the development of parameter optimiza-790
tion is small. However, we prefer to optimise the number of images for791
testing purposes and therefore, we limit the number of cases for param-792
eter optimisation. It is more important to test the model performance793
on a larger size of dataset rather than on a smaller dataset.794
7.8. Future Work795
For future work we plan to consider the following:796
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1. Since multichannel based operators such as LTP, LQP and LSP re-797
quire the number of dominant patterns (n) to obtain an optimum clas-798
sification accuracy, we plan to develop a statistical method that can799
automatically determine an optimum value of n.800
2. We also interested to investigate the performance of LBP’s two-channel801
variants such as M-ELBP, ELBP, MRELBP, STLBP and CLBP when802
multichanel based operators are being applied.803
3. As indicated in Table 3, combining all local patterns from all channels804
does not necessarily produce optimal accuracy. For example, the LSP805
operator achieved its highest accuracy when excluding Ch2. Therefore,806
we plan to develop a method that can automatically determine the most807
informative local patterns from each channel and in the classification808
phase only combine the most discriminant features. This can be done809
by measuring mutual information among the histogram features and810
combining the ones with the least overlapping information.811
4. We plan to develop a deep learning based network to extract local812
features of the Corpus Mammae region and combine them with features813
extracted with the LQP or LSP operators.814
8. Summary and Conclusions815
In this paper, we studied the e↵ects of various channel encoding tech-816
niques in local pattern extraction which have led us to a more robust tech-817
nique called the LSP operator. We investigated the following aspects in our818
study:819
1. We made comparisons between the LBP, LTP, LQP and LSP operators820
based on MIAS and InBreast datasets. Experimental results suggest821
that the proposed texture operator outperformed the other operators822
on both datasets.823
2. We investigated whether the choice of a classifier can influence the824
performance of the system. We employed four di↵erent classifiers and825
found that in many cases the SVM classifier outperforms the other826
classifiers. Local patterns extracted with the LTP operator tend to827
produce better results when the MLP or k-NN classifier is employed828
whereas the SVM classifier produced better accuracy using LQP and829
LSP features.830
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3. We conducted experiments to investigate whether the operators dis-831
cussed in this study have a particular preference regarding R and P .832
We found that in many cases LBP features produced similar results of833
under 70% accuracy. However, the LSP features tend to produce better834
classification results when LTP (7, 14) and LTP (9, 18) are used. On the835
other hand, both LQP and LSP operators tend to produce consistent836
results when R 2 {7, 9} and P 2 {16, 18, 20} are used.837
4. We studied the e↵ects of selecting di↵erent numbers of dominant pat-838
terns and experimental results show that the value of n plays an impor-839
tant role in obtaining optimal accuracy. The LSP and LTP operators840
produced variation accuracy of 9.04% compared to 9.25% and 9.71%841
for LQP and LBP, respectively.842
5. We also studied channel based classification and concatenating local843
patterns from di↵erent channels. Experimental results suggest that844
each channel contains unique features which are not available in the845
other channels and combining these features yielded to better classifi-846
cation results. We also found that removing the most uninformative847
channel in LSP features improves the classification accuracy by 0.5%.848
6. We developed simple methods to automatically determine the threshold849
values in LSP by computing the 25th percentile and 75th percentile of850
the neighbouring pixels.851
In conclusion, we have studied various channel encoding techniques in852
LBP, LTP and LQP operators where we found that multichannel local pat-853
terns are more robust in discriminating di↵erent classes of breast density.854
This study has led us to the development of a seven-encoding technique call855
LSP operator to capture more texture details within the Corpus Mamae re-856
gion. We also introduced a simple method to automatically determine the857
threshold values in the LSP operator by computing the first order statisti-858
cal values of the neighbourhood pixels. Experimental results show that the859
LSP features outperformed the LBP, LTP and LQP operators on both MIAS860
and InBreast datasets. The LSP features produced a maximum accuracy of861
83.8% using the SVM classifier when combining local patterns from Ch1,862
Ch3, Ch4, Ch5 and Ch6 on the MIAS dataset. The LBP, LTP and LQP863
features achieved maximum accuracies of 73.8%, 81% and 82.1%, respec-864
tively. Based on these experimental results, the proposed seven-encoding865
system approach (LSP) is shown to be a robust and more consistent texture866
operator.867
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